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Abstract
With the growing interest in building nanoscale structures with atomic-scale
precision, it is important to understand the underlying chemical and physical factors that
govern the assembly of these structures. To this end, we have used low-temperature
scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy to study individual molecular
adsorbates related to heterogeneous catalysis and precise nanostructures tethered on selfassembled monolayers. High spectroscopic resolution enabled by low temperatures was
employed to identify adsorbates on atomically flat surfaces, as well as to probe the
electronic properties of precise cluster assemblies.
The role of the substrate in the reactivity and interactions between surface-bound
species is critical for a comprehensive understanding of complex surface phenomena. We
have studied the atomic-scale reaction pathway of a surface-catalyzed reaction and
utilized scanning tunneling spectroscopy to identify reactive intermediates and products
in the Ullmann coupling reaction on Cu{111}. Chemical identification of fluorophenyl
intermediates and biphenyl products was achieved by vibrational spectroscopy via
inelastic tunneling spectroscopy. The strongest vibrational mode in the phenyl species
disappears when the tilted intermediates couple to form biphenyl products. We infer that
the surface normal component of the dipole moment is important in determining the
transition strength in inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy.
The role of the substrate surface-state electrons in mediating long-range electronic
interactions between islands of bromine adatoms on Cu{111} was investigated. We have
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quantified nearest neighbor island separations and found island-island distances
correspond to half-multiples of the Fermi wavelength of Cu{111}, indicative of the role
of the surface state in determining the lateral spacings between the islands at catalytically
relevant temperatures. These substrate-mediated interactions are critical for developing
new insight in the development of precisely nanostructured films and devices.
The electronic properties of ligand-stabilized undecagold clusters and
nanoparticles were investigated using scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy.
Significant spectral hopping and diffusion were observed across single and multiple
clusters.

Although precisely constructed and controlled, this spectral diffusion

demonstrates the acute sensitivity of these clusters to their physical and chemical
environment.

This has enabled an understanding and ability to make unique

measurements with unrivaled specificity and resolution, which can be applied to more
complex systems, where understanding local electronic properties is key to device
function.
We have designed surfaces to capture superatom clusters, both in the solution and
in the gas phase, that exhibit exceptional stability, in order to measure their electronic
structure. Clusters of certain elements are known to exhibit “magic number” behavior
that leads to their enhanced stability. Understanding how to tailor these superatoms with
specific electronic, optical, and magnetic properties enables the fabrication of building
blocks for cluster-assembled materials.
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Chapter 1
Creating and Imaging Nanoscale Assemblies

1.1 Introduction
With the growing interest in building nanoscale structures with atomic-scale
precision, it is important to understand the underlying chemical, physical, and electronic
properties that govern the assembly of these structures. Elucidating these properties
enables the fabrication and tailoring of materials with desired properties for a variety of
applications, such as photovoltaics, molecular electronics, thin films, and catalysis. Two
related techniques that afford the capabilities necessary to address these surface
phenomena with atomic resolution are low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) and spectroscopy (STS).
The research in this dissertation focuses on probing atomic-scale interactions in
order to understand the roles of the substrate in catalytic reactions and thin film growth.
We also aim to understand the electronic structure of precise clusters to be able to fine
tune their properties for cluster-assembled materials. The remainder of this chapter will
discuss details of STM and STS, as well as introduce self-assembly techniques that are
used to create host matrices to tether precise clusters to surfaces for spectroscopic
measurements.
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1.2 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
Since its invention in 1981 [1-4], STM has enabled the study of the electronic
features of surfaces [5], adsorbed atoms and molecules on surfaces [6], self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) [7, 8], and clusters and nanoparticles. [9-12] In STM, an atomically
sharp tip is brought within a few Ångstroms of a conductive surface. It operates based on
the quantum mechanical phenomenon of electron tunneling, which states that an electron
has a non-zero probability to tunnel through a classical forbidden potential energy barrier,
here, a vacuum gap. When an external bias voltage (V) is applied between the tip and
sample, an offset of the Fermi levels of the tip and sample causes a net flow of electrons,
with energies up to eV, from the filled states of the tip to the empty states of the sample
(Figure 1-1). Changing the polarity of the bias causes the electrons to flow from the
filled states of the sample to the empty states of the tip. We define the bias as bias
applied to the sample (Vs).
The tunneling current (It) decays exponentially with tip-sample distance (z) and is
described by:
,

1.1

where κ is the decay constant:
,

1.2

and m is the mass of the electron (9.1 × 10-28 g), ћ is Planck’s constant
(6.626 × 10-34 J · s), V is the applied voltage, and E the energy state of an electron. For
small bias voltages, (V – E) can be approximated as the work function (Φ), which is the
minimum energy required to remove a single electron from the bulk metal.
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Figure 1-1: Energy level diagram for a tunneling junction of a STM. The Fermi
levels (EF) of the tip and sample are offset by the applied bias voltage. A positive
sample bias polarity with respect to the tip is shown.
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Since the tunneling current decays exponentially with increased tip-sample
distance, only the apex atom of the tip contributes to the tunneling current. Therefore, the
tunneling current is extremely localized and the STM is highly sensitive to lateral and
vertical changes in topography.
There are two common modes of STM imaging: constant height and constant
current.

The experiments described in this dissertation were performed in

constant-current mode. In constant-current mode (Figure 1-2), the current is maintained
at a fixed value by a feedback loop (FBL), which compensates for variations in the tipsample separation by applying a voltage to a piezoelectric transducer. When the tip is
rastered across a surface, the FBL adjusts the tip-sample separation by either extending
or retracting the probe tip to maintain the set tunneling current. The resulting data,
displayed as a two-dimensional image, represent a convolution of topographic and
electronic structure. Thus, separating the contributions from electronic and geometric
structure is not straightforward.

Often, STS is employed to separate the electronic

information from topography, and will be discussed in detail below.

1.3 Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy
Scanning tunneling spectroscopy is a useful tool to examine and to map the
electronic structure and the local density of states (LDOS) of various surfaces and
materials, such as metals and semiconductors, as well as of individual atoms, molecules,
and clusters bound to surfaces. Current-voltage spectroscopy, or I(V) spectroscopy, is
used to measure the electronic structure at single points on surfaces and adsorbates [13-
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15] by measuring the tunneling current through the material of interest as a function of
changing the sample bias voltage.

It can be used to measure the conductivity of

molecules either embedded in or composing a SAM [16, 17], single electron transport
events of clusters and particles [9, 12, 18], and the surface states of metals. [5, 19]
Surface states are special electronic states that are confined to the first few atomic layers
and have a strong influence on adsorbate-surface interactions and atomic-scale growth.
Surface states will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
The first demonstration of imaging metal surface states using STS was done by
Jaklevic and co-workers on a Au{111} surface, where they identified the surface state in
the differential conductance (dI/dV) spectrum. [20] They found that the surface state
existed at -500 mV and changed in intensity and position over features on the surface,
such as surface step edges. Other studies coupling STM and STS have shown that
impurities and surface defects, such as step edges, lead to quenching and broadening of
surface states on noble metal surfaces. [5, 19, 21, 22]

Bischoff and co-workers

investigated the role of carbon impurities on the surface state of V(001). [21] They found
that the surface state shifted from 0.03 eV below the Fermi level to higher energies (up to
0.2 eV) in contaminated areas on V(001).
The spectroscopic signature observed in dI/dV is unique for specific noble metal
surfaces; therefore, STS can be utilized to differentiate between metals. [23-25]
Wiesendanger and co-workers used STM and STS to study a submonolayer Fe film on
W(110) and found that the tunneling spectra showed a difference in electronic structure
between the Fe islands and the W(110) surface. [24] Later, Crommie and co-workers
studied the confinement of surface-state electrons of Cu{111} in Fe quantum corrals. [26]
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Figure 1-2: Schematic of a STM tip rastering over an n-alkanethiolate SAM.
(A) The STM is operating under contant-height mode, maintaining a constant
tip-sample distance. (B) The STM is operating under constant-current mode,
maintaining a constant current by extending and retracting the tip.
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They found that the Fe atoms strongly scatter the surface state of Cu{111} and could be
observed as standing waves, or interference patterns, in STM topographic images.
Spectra acquired within the corral showed discrete resonances, evident of size
quantization. [26]
The LDOS is often recorded by measuring the dI/dV spectrum (the first derivative
of the I(V) spectrum) using a lock-in amplifier (LIA). The LIA superimposes an AC
modulation onto the bias voltage and records the first harmonic from the tunneling
current at a given time constant. The AC component of the tunneling current is directly
proportional to the LDOS. Briefly, I(V) spectra are acquired by monitoring the tunneling
current through the sample as a function of sweeping the sample bias across a range of
voltages. As discussed earlier, during image acquisition, the FBL is set to measure a
constant tunneling current by adjusting the tip to maintain that current. However, in
spectroscopy mode, the FBL is temporarily disabled and a range of tunneling currents
can be measured at each sampling point across a range of bias voltages. It is critical for
the STM to be both vibrationally and thermally isolated so that the probe tip neither
makes contact with the sample nor drifts out of range when the feedback loop is disabled.
Additionally, vibrational isolation ensures that mechanical noise does not translate into
the spectroscopy measurements.

Operating at low temperatures (4 K) enables these

spectroscopic measurements with the utmost precision.
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1.4 Self-Assembled Monolayers
Self-assembled monolayers are molecular structures that form spontaneously and
autonomously using inherent chemical and physical properties of molecules to organize
into geometric arrangements on a variety of substrates. These thin films have been a
subject of great interest because they provide stable and ordered structures that are useful
for a broad range of applications, such as chemical patterning [27-29], molecular
electronics [30-32], cell adhesion [33, 34], and protein immobilization. [35] Although
many systems have been studied, a great deal of attention has been given to
n-alkanethiolate (ALK) SAMs on Au{111} due to their ease of preparation, stability, and
high structural order. [36-39]
When a Au substrate is exposed to ALK molecules, the thiol head group
spontaneously adsorbs to the Au substrate and forms a Au–S bond (44 kcal/mol),
typically within seconds to minutes of exposure of the ALK molecules to Au. [40] Over
the next several hours, the hydrocarbon tails interact with each other through van der
Waals forces and form a primarily all trans configuration (Figure 1-3A). At low surface
coverage, the molecules lie flat with their hydrocarbon backbones parallel to the
underlying substrate. At higher surface coverage, the molecules begin to stand up and the
hydrocarbon tails tilt ~30° with respect to the Au surface normal to maximize their
interaction with neighboring ALK molecules. [40] The tilt angle is determined by the
packing of the thiol head groups and the optimization of van der Waals interactions
between the molecular chains.

At monolayer coverage, ALK molecules form a

(√3 × √3)R30° structure with respect to the Au{111} lattice (Figure 1-3B). [41, 42] A
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c(4 × 2) superstructure has also been observed. [43-45] The lattice spacing for ALK
SAMs is 4.99 Å, which is the distance between the sulfur headgroups adsorbed to the Au
surface. [46, 47]
A typical STM image of an octanethiolate (C8) SAM is shown in Figure 1-3C. A
variety of structural defects can be observed, including Au substrate vacancy islands,
which are typically one Au-atom deep, formed during the adsorption of thiol molecules to
the surface. Other defect sites include Au step edges, which are boundaries between Au
terraces that differ in height by one or more Au atoms, and domain boundaries, which are
formed between domains of ALK molecules with different tilt angles and molecular
arrangements. [37] These structural defects are critical sites in the monolayer and enable
the ability to pattern and to tailor SAMs with specific properties. [48, 49] One such
example is the insertion of molecules into defect sites with different terminal groups that
may serve as attachment sites for other molecules, surface chemistries, or clusters. [9]

1.4.1 Insertion into Self-Assembled Monolayers

The terminal group (ω) (e.g., amines, hydroxyls, carboxylic acids, thiolates) of a
SAM is critical to its interfacial properties, such as the hydrophobic/hydrophilic
characteristics, adhesive properties, and chemical reactivity. [36]

We employ an

insertion strategy to isolate single molecules with varying ω groups within SAM host
matrices to capture and to bind clusters for STS measurements. [9]

Tethering and
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Figure 1-3: (A) Schematic of a C8 monolayer. Carbon is represented by black circles, H
by white, S by purple, and Au by yellow. The ALK molecules are chemisorbed to the
surface via a Au-S bond. (B) The SAMs assemble in a (√3 × √3)R30° lattice (red)
relative to the underlying Au lattice (black). (C) Scanning tunneling microscopy image
of a C8 SAM on a Au{111} substrate. Defects within the monolayer are inherent to the
assembly and include substrate step edges (blue arrow), substrate vacancy islands (red
arrows) and boundaries between of the ALK domains (green arrows).
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isolating the clusters enables us to probe the electronic properties on a single-molecule
level so we may understand how to tailor them to have desired properties for clusterassembled materials and nanoelectronic devices.
The primary insertion strategy for the work presented in this dissertation is
solution insertion. First, an ALK SAM is created, where the ordering of the matrix is
dependent on time, temperature, and concentration. [48, 50, 51] For example, longer
assembly times or higher annealing temperatures create SAMs with a higher degree of
order and fewer defect sites, while shorter times and lower temperatures produce less
order and more defect sites, and thus potentially a greater degree of insertion. [30] Next,
the SAM is placed into a solution containing the molecule for insertion. The length of
insertion time may vary, however, longer insertion times may create disorder within the
SAM host matrix, which is not desirable (Figure 1-4). Insertion occurs at the defect sites
within the SAM matrix and inserted molecules sometimes appear as protrusions in STM
images (Figure 1-4). Because insertion occurs largely at defect sites, one may establish a
routine for increasing the amount of insertion by preparing SAMs of varying degrees of
crystallinity.

1.5 Dissertation Overview
This dissertation explores the use of low-temperature STM and STS to probe the
physical and electronic properties of nanoscale assemblies.

Chapter 2 presents an

atomic-scale study of substituent effects in the Ullmann coupling reaction. We observed
fluorophenyl intermediates and biphenyl products on Cu{111} after exposure to
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4-fluoro-1-bromobenzene and bromobenzene, respectively. In each case, Br adatoms
were observed to be randomly distributed on the surface. Chemical identification of the
surface-bound adsorbates was achieved by STS. The selection rules for STS are also
discussed.
Chapter 3 explores substrate-mediated interactions between Cu{111} and islands
of Br adatoms.

We have extended the understanding of the role of the substrate

surface-state electrons in mediating indirect, long-range interactions (up to ~60 Å)
between islands of Br adatoms at catalytically relevant temperatures (600 K).
Chapter 4 presents STM and STS measurements of the single transport properties
of undecagold clusters and nanoparticles tethered to a α,ω-alkanethiolate SAM inserted in
an ALK SAM matrix. The results of these experiments demonstrate that charge transport
in metal clusters and nanoparticles is not easily understood. Spectral diffusion was often
observed, even for spectra acquired over a single cluster or nanoparticle. Ultimately,
understanding the chemical and physical environment of these clusters is important for
their potential integration into nanoelectronics.
Creating capture surfaces for As7K3 clusters are presented in Chapter 5.
Changing the counter-cation of Zintl based clusters changes the optical and electronic
properties. We aim to understand the electronic structure of these materials on a singlemolecule level.

Tunneling spectroscopy acquired over single As7K3 clusters are

compared to theory. This work is a collaborative effort between the Sen group at The
Pennsylvania State University and the Khanna group at Virginia Commonwealth
University. “Magic clusters” and cluster-assembled materials are also discussed.
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Chapter 6 presents a mechanism of isolating single Al17- clusters by depositing
them onto a surface by soft-landing techniques. The electronic structure was measured
experimentally by STS. The work in this chapter is done in collaboration with the
Castleman group at The Pennsylvania State University and the Khanna group at Virginia
Commonwealth University.
Finally, Chapter 7 presents a summary of all the work presented in this
dissertation, and future prospects are discussed.
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Figure 1-4: Scanning tunneling microscopy images of a C8 SAM
(250 Å × 250 Å, It = 1 pA, Vs = 1 V) where 11-amino-1-undecanethiol was
inserted for (A) 1 hour (B) and 20 min at room temperature. Significant
disordering of the C8 matrix can be observed for these insertion times. (C)
Scanning tunneling microscopy image (325 Å × 325 Å, It = 10 pA, Vs = 1V)
of a C8 SAM where 11-hydroxy-1-undecanethiol was inserted for 10 min at
room temperature. Individual inserted molecules can be seen as protrusions
and negligible matrix disorder is observed.
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Chapter 2
Identifying Reactive Intermediates in the Ullmann Coupling Reaction

2.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, STS is a powerful technique to examine and map the
LDOS and electronic structure of various surfaces and materials. However, it is also
possible to utilize STS to enable the identification of surface adsorbates and provide
insight into the bonding and chemical environment of molecules on surfaces by probing
molecular vibrations. [52-59]
Tunneling spectroscopy of molecular vibrations was first demonstrated by
Jaklevic and Lambe in 1966. [58, 59] Using a thin-film metal–oxide–metal tunneling
junction, they were able to observe vibrational energies of molecules contained within the
junction.

They found that sharp increases in the tunneling conductance could be

observed when the energy of the tunneling electrons reached the energy of a vibrational
mode of the molecules. Such changes in conductance occur when tunneling electrons
inelastically transfer their energy to vibrational modes, giving rise to an inelastic
tunneling channel. [52]

Measurement of these vibrational modes is referred to as

inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS).
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Later, Gregory used crossed wires separated by a monolayer of adsorbed
molecules to perform IETS. [60] Two peaks were observed, 173 mV and 359 mV, which
were consistent with the C–H stretching and bending vibrations of hydrocarbon
contaminants in the junction.

Most significantly, this demonstrated that IETS was

possible in a microscopic tunneling junction.
More recently, the capabilities of IETS have been extended by using the junction
of a STM to probe vibrational modes at the single-molecule level. [52-56]

Such

spectroscopies were anticipated early after the invention of the STM. [61-68] In contrast
to metal–oxide–metal junctions, where molecules are randomly oriented at rough
interfaces and all possible modes are observed, [69, 70] selection rules are expected to
limit the allowed tunneling transitions for individual molecules. Ho and co-workers
demonstrated the ability of IETS to distinguish between isotopically substituted
molecules on surfaces [52, 54] and between molecules adsorbed on surfaces through
different bonding geometries. [53]
Previously, we have observed low-energy adsorbate–substrate vibrational modes
of benzene molecules on a Ag{110} surface. [56]

We found that the energies of

vibrational modes vary depending on the adsorption site, demonstrating that tunneling
spectroscopy is sensitive to the chemical environment. We have also utilized IETS to
probe the vibrational modes of hydrogen atoms on Pd{111} [55] and found that the
vibrational modes are related to the barriers to motion, providing insight into the
magnitude of these barriers and the mechanisms by which adsorbates become mobile on
the surface at low temperatures.
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Scanning tunneling spectroscopy with the STM can provide key insights into
surface reactions at the molecular scale. In most previous studies, the reactants and
products have been imaged exclusively. [71-76] However, probing isolated reactive
intermediates can provide important details of reaction mechanisms and dynamics on
surfaces. [76-81] In this chapter, an atomic-scale study of substituent effects in the
Ullmann coupling reaction on Cu{111} using STM and STS is discussed. Tunneling
spectroscopy was employed to infer the adsorption geometry of the reactive intermediates
and successfully identified the unreacted/reacted status of the reactive intermediates.

2.1.1 Ullmann Coupling Reaction

Ullmann coupling is an organic reaction of two haloaromatics to form a
biaromatic molecule via a copper catalyst. [82]

Using temperature-programmed

desorption (TPD), Bent and co-workers found that the reaction between two iodobenzene
(C6H5I) molecules to form biphenyl takes place on Cu{111} with 100% selectivity. [83]
A schematic of the Ullmann coupling reaction on Cu{111} is shown in Figure 2-1. They
found that the temperature at which biphenyl is formed depends on the surface coverage
of the haloaromatic.

At submonolayer coverage, C6H5I dissociates to form phenyl

intermediates and iodine adatoms at 175 K. At 370 K, the phenyl intermediates are
mobile and couple to form biphenyl. [83]

Therefore, at low surface coverage, only

phenyl intermediates are observed, as confirmed by STM. [78] As the surface coverage
increases, a desorption peak for biphenyl can be observed at ~285 K in TPD data,
suggesting that at higher surface exposure of the haloaromatic, biphenyl would be
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Figure 2-1: A schematic of the Ullmann coupling reaction. (A) Aromatic
halides adsorb onto the Cu{111} catalyst.
(B) Adsorbed phenyl
intermediates and halide adatoms are formed on Cu{111} via dissociative
chemisorption at ~175 K. (C) Subsequent recombination of pairs of phenyl
intermediates forms biphenyl at ~285–400 K, depending on the coverage
of the aromatic halide. (D) Desorption of biphenyl occurs at ~390 K, while
(E) halide adatoms desorb as CuX at ~950 K.
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observed. Bent and co-workers recorded the vibrational spectra of the tilted phenyl
intermediates using high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS). [84]
Previously, Rieder and co-workers demonstrated that the STM tip can be used to
induce the steps of the Ullmann coupling reaction, even at low temperature (20 K). [85]
After dissociative chemisorption of C6H5I to form phenyl intermediates and iodine, they
manipulated phenyl intermediates at the step edges into proximity. Using voltage pulses
applied by the STM tip, they rotated and coupled the intermediates to form biphenyl. [85]
We have previously observed protopolymer chains as a result of dissociative
chemisorption of 1,4-diiodobenzene on Cu{111}. [80]

We found that the incident

reactant molecule dissociatively chemisorbed to form a phenylene intermediate and two
iodine adatoms. [79, 80] The phenylene intermediates subsequently self-assembled into
chains through substrate-mediated and intermolecular interactions. We confirmed these
non-covalent interactions using molecular manipulation with the STM tip at low
temperatures.
Most recently, Rosei and co-workers formed polyphenylene molecular wires with
the Ullmann coupling reaction using 1,4-diiodobenzene and 1,3-diiodobenzene. [81]
These molecules dissociatively chemisorbed after they were deposited onto a Cu{110}
surface, forming phenylene intermediates.

Subsequent annealing resulted in the

formation of linear and zigzag chains, respectively.
In this chapter, both STM and STS were employed to study Cu{111} after
exposure to both bromobenzene (C6H5Br) and 4-fluoro-1-bromobenzene (p-FC6H4Br).
Biphenyl was observed as a result of depositing C6H5Br; however, when depositing
p-FC6H4Br at the same surface coverage, only uncoupled fluorophenyl intermediates
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were observed. These species have different spectroscopic signatures, enabling us to
distinguish between the reactive intermediates and the products of the Ullmann coupling
reaction.

2.2 Experimental Method
Experiments were performed in a custom-built ultrastable cryogenic extreme-high
vacuum STM, described elsewhere. [86] Briefly, the Cu{111} single crystal (MaTecK,
Jülich, Germany) was cleaned by 1 keV Ar+ bombardment followed by annealing at
~850 K. p-FC6H4Br (99% Aldrich) and C6H5Br were purified by freeze–pump–thaw
cycles and deposited via a high-precision sapphire leak valve.

The purity of the

molecules was verified in-situ by residual gas analysis using a quadrupole mass
spectrometer. The clean Cu{111} single crystal was exposed to the molecule of interest
(p-FC6H4Br or C6H5Br) by backfilling the main chamber with vapor at room temperature.
Exposures are hereafter reported in Langmuirs (1 L = 1 x 10-6 Torr · s). Ion gauges and
ion pumps were turned off in the main chamber during exposure to minimize molecular
fragmentation prior to adsorption. Following exposure, the substrate was immediately
transferred to the STM held at 4 K.
All STM images were acquired in constant-current mode at 4 K. Tunneling
spectra were recorded under open feedback conditions in differential conductance (dI/dV)
mode using a LIA (Stanford Research Systems, Model SR850, Sunnyvale, CA). In dI/dV
mode, the first harmonic of the tunneling current was measured by superimposing a
1 kHz (Vrms = 16 mV) AC modulation onto the bias signal.
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Since d2I/dV2 data were not acquired directly, vibrational modes were extracted
from dI/dV spectra through numerical differentiation. Noise was reduced in the spectra
by processing with Matlab data analysis software (Matlab version R2007a, The
Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) using a sliding window convolution filter, with a window
length of 50 mV. Taking the numerical derivative yielded d2I/dV2, which was also
smoothed using a sliding window convolution filter, with a window length of 60 mV.

2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Tunneling Spectroscopy of Fluorophenyl Intermediates

Typical STM images of Cu{111} after a 200 L dose of p-FC6H4Br are shown in
Figure 2-2.

Both protrusions (distributed along step edges and on terraces) and

depressions (randomly distributed on terraces) were observed. Line scan measurements
taken over the apparent protrusions gave an average length of 3.4 ± 0.8 Å.

The

depressions were assigned as Br adatoms and the protrusions were assigned as
fluorophenyl intermediates.

These assignments were confirmed with spectroscopic

measurements and are discussed below.

We and others have previously identified

halogen atoms on Cu{111} [6, 78, 79] The placement of the Br adatoms was consistent
with marking the sites at which dissociative chemisorption took place. [79]
A schematic of the expected reaction pathway of p-FC6H4Br on Cu{111} is
shown in Figure 2-3. Based on previous TPD and STM results, [78, 83, 84] we expect
p-FC6H4Br to chemisorb dissociatively on Cu{111} at 298 K to form fluorophenyl
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Figure 2-2: Scanning tunneling microscopy images of Cu{111} after a 200 L
exposure to p-FC6H4Br. Fluorophenyl intermediates (protrusions) and Br adatoms
(depressions) were found scattered along step edges and randomly distributed
among terraces. (A) 800 Å × 800 Å, It = 40 pA, Vs = -0.3 V; (B) 600 Å × 600 Å,
It = 30 pA, Vs = -0.3 V. The scale bar in (A) is 250 Å and the scale bar in (B) is
100 Å.
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Figure 2-3: A schematic of the proposed mechanism for the Ullmann
coupling reaction between two p-FC6H4Br molecules that couple to
form a symmetric dihalogenated-biphenyl molecule on Cu{111}. As
discussed in this chapter, only the C–Br bonds dissociate.
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intermediates and Br adatoms. Since the bond enthalpies of C–Br and C–F of C6H5X
(X = Br, F) are 351 kJ/mol and 531 kJ/mol, respectively, [87] we expect only the C–Br
bond to dissociate upon adsorption. Also, it has been shown through TPD experiments
using fluoroiodobenzene (p-FC6H4I) that fluorination of a haloaromatic influences only
reaction kinetics, not its mode of interaction with the surface. [88]
We find that only one C–X (X = Br, F) bond dissociates upon adsorption of
p-FC6H4Br on Cu{111} at 298 K, which we have assigned as C–Br. Previously, we and
others have shown that p-diiodobenzene (C6H4I2) dissociates on Cu{111} at 298 K to
produce phenylene intermediates by dissociation of both C–I bonds, and that these phenyl
moieties align to form molecular chains on the surface. [77, 80, 81] Since we did not
observe molecular chains, we conclude that only one of the C–X bonds dissociated upon
adsorption of p-FC6H4Br to form halogenated-phenyl intermediates.

Additionally,

infrared (IR) vibrational spectra of halogen-substituted fluorobenzene molecules have
shown that the bending and stretching frequencies of the C–F bond remain unchanged
regardless of substitution pattern, [89] suggesting similar C–F bond enthalpies for
p-FC6H4Br and C6H5F. Thus, we conclude that since C–Br is the weaker bond, it
dissociates upon adsorption.
Fluorine substitution is expected to change the temperature at which phenyl
intermediates couple. Gellman and co-workers derived the linear free energy relationship
(Hammet plot) for the Ullmann coupling reaction by TPD experiments using
iodobenzene (C6H5I) and iodobenzene derivatives (p-FC6H4I, m-FC6H4I, o-FC6H4I,
m-CH3C6H4I). [88] The slope of the Hammet plot indicates that the transition state of the
Ullmann coupling reaction is electron rich with respect to the initial state. Therefore, the
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placement of fluorine, an electron-withdrawing substituent, at the para position of C6H5I
would stabilize the transition state, lowering the energy barrier to coupling. Fluorine
substitution also increases repulsion between molecules at high coverages, which leads to
a decrease in the energy barrier to desorption. [84] Therefore, we expected fluorophenyl
intermediates to couple to form 4,4΄-difluorobiphenyl and to desorb from the surface at
lower temperatures than the unsubstituted molecules due to these stronger repulsive
forces.
In order to test our assignment of the protrusions as fluorophenyl intermediates,
we acquired tunneling spectra (dI/dV) over the bare Cu surface and the apparent
protrusions (tentatively assigned as fluorophenyl) and depressions (consistent with
previous STM observations of Br on Cu{111}), as seen in Figure 2-4A. Tunneling
spectra of bare Cu (Figure 2-4B) show the surface state at 430 meV below the Fermi
level, characteristic of Cu{111}.

However, this surface state is absent over the

depression (Figure 2-4D), as seen in our earlier data. [6] Halogens are known to quench
the surface state of Cu{111}, [6, 90] although this observation does not differentiate
between the two possible surface-bound halogens on Cu{111}.
The dI/dV spectra acquired over fluorophenyl (Figure 2-4C, the apparent
protrusion in Figure 2-4A) show sharp increases in conductance at -110 meV and
+86 meV.

Based on HREELS measurements of phenyl on Cu{111}, 90 meV

corresponds to a C–H out-of-plane bending mode that is a result of the bonding geometry
of phenyl on Cu{111}. [84, 91] This feature dominates HREELS spectra. Near-edge xray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) measurements indicate that the adsorbed phenyl
is tilted significantly away from the surface plane by an angle of ~43°. [83, 91] Selection
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rules for active vibrational modes in tunneling spectroscopy are not well understood and
not all observed modes in traditional vibrational techniques (e.g., IR, HREELS) are
observed in inelastic tunneling spectra. [52, 54, 56, 71, 92-94] Importantly in IETS, we
observe modes in which there is a significant contribution to the surface normal
component of the dipole moment.
Vibrational modes of adsorbed molecules can be identified using the second
derivative of conductance (d2I/dV2). Although this signal is often acquired directly, here
we extracted this information from the dI/dV spectra through numerical differentiation.
Figure 2-5 shows an analysis of both a single spectrum (Figure 2-5A) taken over a
presumed fluorophenyl intermediate from the STM image in Figure 2-4, as well as an
analysis of a set of averaged data taken from six sequential dI/dV scans of the same
adsorbate (Figure 2-5B). Noise was reduced in the dI/dV spectra (green traces) by
processing with Matlab data analysis software (Matlab version R2007a, The Mathworks,
Inc., Natick, MA) using a sliding window convolution filter, with a window length of
50 mV. The numerical derivative yielded d2I/dV2 (blue traces), which was also smoothed
with a 60 mV window convolution (dark blue traces) to facilitate peak assignments.
Individual and averaged d2I/dV2 traces exhibit strong peaks at -110 meV and
+86 meV, and at -94 meV and +97 meV, respectively, in reasonable agreement with the
dominant, strong C–H out-of-plane vibrational mode (90 meV) observed in HREELS
studies of phenyl adsorbates on Cu{111}. [84] Peaks from weak vibrational modes (ring
stretch, C–H in-plane bend, and others) evident as shoulders or very weak peaks in
HREELS were not observed here, presumably due to peak broadening and low
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Figure 2-4: A STM image (A, 145 Å × 145 Å, It = 40 pA, Vs = -0.75 V) of Cu{111}
after a 200 L exposure to p-FC6H4Br and corresponding tunneling spectra acquired
over: (B) the bare Cu surface, (C) a protrusion (in close proximity to another),
assigned as a fluorophenyl intermediate, and (D) a Br adatom are shown.
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Figure 2-5: Analysis of (A) a single spectrum taken over a fluorophenyl intermediate from
the STM image in Figure 2-4, and (B) set of averaged data taken from six sequential dI/dV
sweeps over the same adsorbate. Noise was reduced in the dI/dV spectra (green) using a
sliding window convolution filter as described in the text. The numerical derivative yielded
d2I/dV2 (light blue), which was also smoothed (dark blue) to facilitate peak analysis.
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signal-to-noise. It should be noted that, although the HREELS studies mentioned above
refer to vibrational modes of unsubstituted phenyl adsorbates, previous IR studies of
benzene and fluorobenzene indicate that fluorination does not impact C–H bending and
stretching modes. [89] Importantly, this mode would be expected to have greatly reduced
intensity in biphenyl, which is bound parallel to the surface, consistent with the dipole
selection rules discussed above. Therefore, based on identification of the C–H
out-of-plane bending mode, we identify the adsorbate as a fluorophenyl intermediate.
Differences in adsorbate characteristics near step edges could be expected to lead
to different desorption temperatures or reaction products. Thus, STS was acquired over
fluorophenyl intermediates adsorbed at step edges, as shown in Figure 2-6.

These

adsorbates did not display the same spectroscopic signatures as molecules adsorbed on
terraces. We infer that this may be due to the fluorophenyl intermediates bound to step
edges adsorbed at different angles than those on terraces. [83, 84] This result requires
further study to elucidate the roles of step edges in surface chemical reactions. [5, 19, 95106]

3.3.2 Tunneling Spectroscopy of Biphenyl

To test our assignment of fluorophenyl intermediates, we exposed clean Cu{111}
to a 200 L dose of C6H5Br. Based on TPD data mentioned previously, [83] we expected
to see biphenyl molecules at high coverage, since there was only one substituent group.
Scanning tunneling microscopy images of this surface after exposure are shown in Figure
2-7. Again, two surface-bound species are observed: apparent protrusions, oblong in
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Figure 2-6: A STM image and corresponding tunneling spectrum acquired
over a fluorophenyl intermediate adsorbed at a surface step edge
(350 Å × 350 Å; It = 50 pA; Vs = -0.75 V). Both the conductance (black) and
differential conductance (blue) spectra are shown. The fluorophenyl
intermediates bound at step edges did not display the same spectroscopic
signatures as those adsorbed on terraces.
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Figure 2-7: Scanning tunneling microscopy images of Cu{111} after a 200 L
exposure to C6H5Br showing molecules along the entire length of the step edge
and grouped on terraces. Depressions can also be observed. (A) 800 Å × 800 Å,
It = 22 pA, Vs = -0.75 V; (B) 922 Å × 922 Å, It = 17 pA, Vs = -0.75 V. The scale
bars in both (A) and (B) are 250 Å.
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shape (in contrast to the shape of phenyl intermediates), distributed along terraces and
step edges, and apparent depressions, which were randomly distributed on terraces. Line
scan measurements taken over the apparent protrusions gave an average protrusion length
of 8.7 ± 2.1 Å as compared with the model length for biphenyl of 6.9 Å.

Because

protrusions in STM images arise from a convolution of topographic and electronic
structure, [107] protrusion lengths are typically measured as the peak width at a fixed
percentage of the peak maximum value; here we use a threshold of 85%, which is
expected to be somewhat larger than the model values (as defined). In contrast with
biphenyl, line scans of adjacent uncoupled phenyl intermediates typically have a local
topographic minimum between them. [78] Therefore, we assign the apparent protrusions
as biphenyl and the apparent depressions as Br adatoms, consistent with our and others’
prior results on Cu{111}. [6, 85]
Spectroscopic measurements were acquired over the apparent protrusions and
depressions, and the bare Cu surface (Figure 2-8). The apparent depressions showed
quenching of the surface state of Cu{111}, similar to that in Figure 2-4D, which is
consistent with identification as Br adatoms (Figure 2-8B). In the spectra acquired over
the protrusions, no strong features were observed above our noise level, unlike the dI/dV
measurements for the fluorophenyl intermediates (Figure 2-8A). This is consistent with
the orientation of biphenyl lying flat on Cu{111} with its conjugated π system parallel to
the surface. [84] These measurements are in agreement with our earlier measurements
being due to tilted fluorophenyl intermediates and not to 4,4΄-difluorobiphenyl molecules.
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Figure 2-8: Scanning tunneling microscopy images of Cu{111} after a 200 L
exposure to C6H5Br and corresponding tunneling spectra are shown.
Differential conductance spectra acquired over: (A) a biphenyl molecule,
indicated
by
the
blue
circle
on
the
STM
image
(218 Å × 218 Å, It = 20 pA, Vs = -0.75 V) and (B) the bare Cu{111}
surface (red) and Br adatoms (blue) (218 Å × 218 Å, It = 20 pA, Vs = -0.75 V).
Note that the surface state of Cu{111} at -430 mV is quenched locally by the Br
adatoms.
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3.4 Conclusions
It was demonstrated that at high coverage of p-FC6H4Br on Cu{111}, only
fluorophenyl intermediates and halogen adatoms were observed on the surface. This
observation was verified by assigning vibrational modes from differentiated IETS.
Because fluorination of the ring in the para position stabilizes the transition state and
lowers the barrier to coupling and desorption, only the reactive intermediates were
observed. The vibrational modes were assigned based on previous HREELS experiments
and correspond to the tilted bonding geometry of phenyl and related species. It was
found that the selection rules for IETS require dipole components normal to the surface to
be observed. If the fluorophenyl intermediates were adsorbed parallel to the surface, we
would not expect to have observed any strong vibrational modes. These findings were
compared to STS acquired over biphenyl molecules after exposing Cu{111} to C6H5Br,
which appeared featureless under the experimental conditions due to the orientation of
biphenyl with its rings parallel to the surface.
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Chapter 3
Substrate-Mediated Long-Range Indirect Interactions at High
Temperature: Bromine Adatom Islands on Cu{111}

3.1 Introduction
With the growing interest in building nanoscale structures with atomic-scale
precision, it is important to understand the underlying chemical and physical factors that
influence the assembly of these structures.

Thus, comprehensive knowledge of

adsorbate-adsorbate interactions, as well as adsorbate-substrate interactions, is vital.
Interactions between surface-bound adsorbates can be categorized broadly as direct and
indirect interactions. Direct interactions occur over distances equal to those of chemical
bonds, typically 1–5 Å. Indirect interactions occur when the substrate is physically
and/or electronically perturbed as a result of adsorption or surface stress. [77, 95, 108]
Adsorbates can then “communicate” through these perturbations over distances of up to
ca. 80 Å [109-112] and long-range interactions can be mediated through substrate
surface-state electrons, referred to as substrate-mediated interactions (SMIs).
The ability for adsorbates to interact over a larger distance through local
electronic perturbations to the substrate was first hypothesized by Koutecký. [112] In
this molecular-orbital theory study, it was shown that the energy of two adatoms
chemisorbed on a surface could be lower than that of two isolated chemisorbed atoms,
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even if there was no direct chemical bond. From this, it was proposed that the adatoms
interact through the diffuse electron cloud of the surface. [112] Later, theoretical analysis
of long-range interactions between adsorbates by Grimley showed that under favorable
conditions, the electron wavefunctions of two adsorbates can couple through the
substrate. [113] The interference of the wavefunctions leads to repulsive and attractive
interactions between the indirectly coupled adsorbates, resulting in oscillations in their
interaction potential. [113]
Since the conception of substrate-mediated long-range indirect interactions, this
phenomenon has been extensively studied theoretically. [113-116] Studies by Lau and
Kohn showed that long-range interactions were mediated by a two-dimensional electron
gas, leading to oscillatory interaction potentials with a periodicity of half the Fermi level
wavelength (λF/2) of the corresponding surface state. [115] This work was initially
confirmed experimentally by Tsong for Re adatoms on W{110} using field ion
microscopy (FIM). [111]

3.1.1 Previous Studies of Substrate-Mediated Interactions

Surface-state electrons of close-packed surfaces of noble metals are known to
behave as two-dimensional electron gases. [5, 117, 118] Substrate steps, defects, and
adsorbates can act as barriers that scatter surface-state electrons. When electrons are
scattered, the resulting incident and reflective electron waves interfere with each other
and create standing waves that can mediate interactions between adsorbates. [6, 77, 95,
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108-110, 119, 120] An example of standing waves resulting from scattered surface-state
electrons on Cu{111} can be seen in Figure 3-1.
The STM is a unique analytical instrument that has enabled the direct observation
of these interactions at the atomic scale. Previously, we observed SMIs between benzene
molecules on Cu{111} using STM at 77 K. [95, 121] We showed that the adsorption of
an initial row of benzene molecules perturbed the electronic structure, thus creating
adsorption sites for other benzene molecules.

We also studied SMIs of 7,7´,8,8´-

tetracyanoquinonedimethane (TCNQ) molecules on Cu{111} using STM at 77 K. We
found that the adsorption of TCNQ molecules at the bottoms of step edges perturbed the
electronic structure at the top of the step; notably, no adsorption was observed at the tops
of step edges until the bottoms of the steps were completely occupied. [122]

We

observed a strong perturbation to the electronic structure of the Cu{111} surface by
TCNQ molecules and attribute the formation of molecular rows along surface steps to
strong SMIs. From these and other studies, [97, 123] we demonstrated the importance of
SMIs in thin-film growth and catalysis.
A quantitative analysis of long-range interactions mediated between surfacebound adsorbates via surface-state electrons was reported by Repp et al., who
investigated these long-range interactions between Cu adatoms and a Cu{111} substrate
with STM at low temperatures (9–21 K). [110] They evaporated ~0.01 ML Cu onto the
Cu{111} substrate, held at 15 K, and observed that the Cu adatoms showed preferred
adatom-adatom distances.

They found that the long-range interactions between Cu

adatoms were oscillatory with a periodicity of 15 Å, which is λF/2 of the Cu{111} surface
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Figure 3-1: Perspective STM images of Cu{111} in (A) topographic mode
(670 Å × 670 Å, It = 500 pA, Vs = -0.2 V) and (B) dI/dV mode. The dI/dV image was
acquired using a LIA by modulating the bias voltage with an ac amplitude of 8 mV,
1 kHz and recorded with a 30 ms time constant.
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state, and extended up to a distance of ~80 Å. [110] Later, Knorr et al. compared three
adsorbate/substrate systems, Cu/Cu{111}, Co/Cu{111}, and Co/Ag{111}. A comparison
of different adsorbates, Cu and Co, on the same substrate, Cu{111}, showed identical
interaction potentials with oscillations with periodicities of λF/2 of Cu{111}, illustrating
that the long-range interactions were independent of the chemical identity of the
adsorbate. [109] Furthermore, investigating the interactions on a different substrate,
Ag{111}, showed a different periodicity of the interaction potential, demonstrating that it
is the surface-state electrons of the substrate that mediate long-range interactions, and not
the chemical identity of the adsorbate. [109]
Long-range interactions between surface-bound adsorbates may affect surface
phenomena, such as crystal and thin-film growth. [108, 120, 124-126] Rieder and coworkers studied the role of the surface state on the motion and formation of Cu adatoms
and addimers on Ag{111} using low-temperature STM (6-25 K). [124] They found that
the presence of adatoms and addimers on the surface altered the motion of the adsorbates
via long-range interactions mediated by the surface-state electrons, and impeded trimer
formation. [124] Silly et al. demonstrated the role of the surface state in the selfassembly of Ce adatoms into an ordered hexagonal two-dimensional superlattice. They
showed that the observed 32 Å periodicity is caused by the interaction between the
surface-state electrons and the Ce adatoms; however, the superlattice was only stable up
to 10 K. [120]
As described above, these studies were performed at low temperatures (6–25 K),
and it was believed that the surface state was not a dominant factor affecting interadsorbate interactions at higher temperatures (i.e., catalytically relevant temperatures). In
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this chapter, we discuss how we have extended the understanding of long-range indirect
SMIs from single adatoms to larger aggregates of adsorbates that are stable at elevated
temperatures.

3.2 Experimental Method
All experiments described in this chapter were performed using a custom-built
low-temperature STM, described elsewhere. [86] The Cu{111} single crystal (MaTecK,
Jülich, Germany) was cleaned by cycles of Ar+ sputtering and annealing, as described in
Chapter 2. All STM images were recorded in constant-current mode at 4 K. The dI/dV
spectra were recorded using a LIA (as described in Chapter 1) by modulating the bias
voltage with an AC amplitude of 8 mV (Vrms), 1 kHz, and acquired with a time constant
of 30 ms.
The Br adatom islands were created by increasing the temperature of the Cu{111}
substrate to 600 K after a 200 L exposure to C6H5Br at 298 K, which was prepared and
deposited as discussed in Chapter 2. Prior to exposure, the Cu{111} substrate was flash
annealed to 825 K and allowed to cool to room temperature. The ion gauge and ion
pumps in the main chamber were turned off during exposure to minimize molecular
fragmentation. Once the main chamber pressure reached its baseline value after exposure
(2-5 min), the substrate was annealed to 600 K. The Cu{111} substrate was allowed to
cool to room temperature before it was transferred to the STM held at 4 K for analysis.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Identifying Br adatoms

Upon exposure to the Cu{111} surface at 298 K, C6H5Br dissociatively
chemisorbed to form phenyl intermediates and Br adatoms, after which the phenyl
intermediates coupled to form biphenyl molecules, as discussed in Chapter 2
(Figure 3-2). [83, 127] Annealing the Cu{111} substrate to 600 K caused the biphenyl
molecules to desorb (which occurs at ~390 K), leaving behind Br adatoms. [83, 127]
During annealing, Br adatoms that were randomly distributed and immobile on
Cu{111} at 298 K became mobile and aggregated to form islands (Figure 3-2B). The
identity of Br adatoms before and after annealing was verified by STS (Figure 3-2C), as
discussed in Chapter 2. The Cu{111} surface-state observed at 0.4 eV below the Fermi
level was not observed over the Br adatoms in either case. The absence of the surface
state is consistent with the identification of Br adatoms, since halogens are known to
quench the surface state of Cu{111}. [90]
Representative STM images of Br adatoms imaged at both bias polarities before
and after annealing are shown in Figure 3-3. Prior to annealing the Cu{111} substrate to
600 K, both biphenyl molecules (apparent protrusions) and Br adatoms (apparent
depressions) are present on the surface. Images recorded over the same area at negative
(Figure 3-3A) and positive sample biases (Figure 3-3B) illustrate the difference in
contrast in the STM images for the Br adatoms only. As observed in the STM images, Br
adatoms appear as depressions at negative sample bias (Figure 3-3A), and appear as
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Figure 3-2: Scanning tunneling microscopy images before and after annealing
the sample to 600 K. (A) Prior to annealing, biphenyl molecules (protrusions)
and Br adatoms (depressions) were observed. The Br adatoms are immobile and
distributed randomly along terraces. (340 Å × 340 Å, Vs = -0.75 V, It = 10 pA)
(B) After annealing the Cu{111} to 600 K, the biphenyl molecules desorbed and
the Br adatoms became mobile and aggregated into islands (630 Å × 630 Å,
Vs = -0.75 V, It = 12 pA). (C) Differential conductance spectra acquired over a
Br adatom (blue line) and the bare Cu{111} surface (red line) shows the surface
state is quenched by the Br adatom.
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protrusions with center depressions at positive sample bias (Figure 3-3B).

After

annealing the Cu{111} substrate to 600 K, islands of Br adatoms appeared identical to
individual Br adatoms at each respective bias polarity (Figure 3-3C & D).
The differences in contrast of Br adatoms in STM images can be explained by
whether the STM tip is probing the empty or filled states. When a positive sample bias is
applied between the tip and the sample, electrons tunnel from the filled states of the tip to
the empty states of the sample (as discussed in Chapter 1). When the polarity is reversed
and a negative sample bias is applied between the tip and the sample, electrons tunnel
from the filled states of the sample to the empty states of the tip. Since Br is highly
electronegative as compared to Cu, it depletes the surrounding electron density of the Cu
surface, creating a ‘halo’ of empty states; therefore, the depleted states surrounding Br
adatoms appear as protrusions in STM images at positive sample bias, and the Br
adatoms appear as depressions in STM images at negative sample bias (Figure 3-4).

3.3.2 Structure of Bromine Adatoms within the Islands: Short-Range Order

Scanning tunneling microscopy images of Br adatom islands on Cu{111}
resolving individual Br adatoms are shown in Figure 3-5. The islands were distributed
over terraces and along the tops of step edges and displayed a variety of shapes and sizes.
The Br adatoms within the islands formed (√3×√3)R30° structures with respect to the
Cu{111} substrate, as previously observed for sub-monolayer coverage of Br by lowenergy electron diffraction (LEED). [128] We counted the number of Br adatoms in
~100 islands and plotted the island size distribution, as shown in a histogram in
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Figure 3-3: Bias-dependent STM images of individual Br adatoms (A & B)
and islands of Br atoms (C & D). The Br adatoms appear as depressions at
negative sample bias (A & C) and as depressions with ‘halo’ protrusions at
positive sample bias (B & D). (A) 220 Å × 220 Å, Vs = -0.65 V, It = 12 pA;
(B) 220 Å × 220 Å, Vs = +0.65 V, It = 12 pA; (C) 220 Å × 220 Å, Vs = -0.75 V,
It = 12 pA; (D) 220 Å × 220 Å, Vs = +0.75 V, It = 12 pA.
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Figure 3-4: Schematic illustrating bias-dependent imaging of Br adatoms. Since
Br is more electronegative than Cu, it depletes the surrounding electron density
in the Cu surface. At negative sample bias, the STM probes the filled states;
therefore the Br adatoms appear as depressions. At positive sample bias, the
STM probes the empty states; therefore the Br adatoms appear as depressions
with ‘halo’ protrusions, due to the depletion of electrons.
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Figure 3-6. A Gaussian fit to the histogram shows that a majority of the islands contain
22 ± 13 Br adatoms.
The shape and size distributions can give insight into the kinetics and intricate
role of the inter-adatom interactions that govern the formation of the Br/Cu{111} system.
Fichthorn et al. have shown theoretically that adatom-adatom interactions mediated by
surface-state electrons lead to the formation of repulsive barriers surrounding small
adatom islands on surfaces. [125] They found that it is increasingly difficult for an
adatom to aggregate with an island of adatoms as the island size increases, while the
repulsive barriers depend on the island shape. However, the island-size distributions can
be tuned by manipulating the growth conditions (e.g., increasing the temperature). [125]
Bromine, a p-block element, may be a strong repulsive scatterer that forms a
repulsive energy barrier around initial Br adatom island nuclei. P-block elements, such
as S and C, are known to be strong repulsive scatterers. [129] Therefore, the strength of
the scattering properties of Br was not only responsible for the observed narrow islandsize distribution, but also led to strong interaction energies in the island-island interaction
potentials, as will be discussed in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.3 Bromine Adatom Islands: Long-Range Order

Evidence of long-range order between islands of Br adatoms through SMIs was
observed in STM images recorded at sample bias voltages close to the Fermi level.
Standing waves created by the interference of the scattering of surface-state electrons off
of Br adatom islands can be seen in the STM images in Figure 3-7. In these images, the
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Figure 3-5: Compilation of STM images of Br adatom islands on Cu{111}.
Br adatoms form a (√3×√3)R30° structure with respect to the Cu{111} lattice.
(A) 210 Å × 210 Å, Vs = -0.2 V, It = 50 pA; (B) 210 Å × 210 Å, Vs = -0.2 V,
It = 50 pA; (C) 175 Å × 175 Å, Vs = -0.2 V, It = 50 pA; (D) 175 Å × 175 Å,
Vs = -0.2 V, It = 40 pA.
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Figure 3-6: Histogram of the Br adatom island size distribution (bin
size = 1). The island size was measured by counting the number of adatoms
within each island. This histogram was compiled from ~100 Br adatom
islands. A Gaussian fit (blue line) to the data showed that a majority of the
islands contained 22 ± 13 Br adatoms.
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Figure 3-7: Scanning tunneling microscopy images, (A) 420 Å × 420 Å,
Vs = 50 mV, It = 10 pA and (B) 420 Å × 420 Å, Vs = +50 mV, It = 10 pA,
acquired at sample bias voltages close to the Fermi level. The interference of the
standing wave patterns by surface-state electrons scattering off of Br adatom
islands are apparent.
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islands appear as depressions, and the individual Br adatoms are not be resolved because
of the tip aspect ratio and because the z-scale is optimized to enhance the standing waves.
At low sample bias voltages, the standing wave pattern closely follows the LDOS at the
Fermi level, which implies that the distances between the islands are related to the
standing wave pattern. To verify this, we measured over 3000 inter-island distances from
more than 200 non-overlapping STM images.

We measured only nearest neighbor

distances between islands (i.e., two-body interactions), as shown in Figure 3-8A by white
lines. The inter-island distances were plotted in a histogram, as shown in Figure 3-8B.
From the histogram, we observed preferential distances over which Br adatom islands
interact.
The theoretical function for non-interacting islands was derived from Knorr et al.
(dotted line in Figure 3-8B) [109]:
2

∆

1

4

4

,

3.2

where n is the number of STM images, r is the inter-island separation, N is the average
number of Br adatom islands per STM image, and L is the length of one side of each
square STM image.

3.3.4 Interaction Potential between Bromine Adatom Islands

We derived the interaction potential between the Br adatom islands using an
analysis similar to Tsong’s FIM experiments on the oscillatory behavior between Re
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adatoms on W{110}. [111] The interaction potential, E(r), was determined from the
equation:
ln

,

3.3

where T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and g(r) is the pair correlation
function. The pair correlation function was obtained by dividing the experimental pair
distribution function (histogram in Figure 3-8B) by the theoretically derived function for
non-interacting islands (dotted line in Figure 3-8B), as discussed in Section 3.3.3. [111]
We plotted E(r) as a function of distance between the islands, r, as shown in Figure 3-9.
The interaction potential was analyzed by two methods. First, we overlaid the
experimental interaction energy plot (solid line in Figure 3-9A) with a theoretically
derived energy plot (dashed line in Figure 3-9A) adapted from Hyldgaard and Persson.
[114] In comparison with the theoretical energy plot, we observed potential energy
minima at 12, 26, 41, and 56 Å, which are highlighted by arrows in Figure 3-9A (solid
line). The first potential energy minimum at 12 Å corresponds to the first favorable
distance between the Br adatom islands.

The subsequent minima are observed at

intervals of ~15 Å, which is in general agreement with the λF/2 of Cu{111}. This is
indicative that the surface state plays an essential role in mediating the distances between
the islands of Br adatoms. Furthermore, the amplitude of the interaction strength decays
as 1/r2 with distance r. [115]
The position of the first energy minimum determines the scattering phase shift of
the Br adatom islands. The first minimum observed at 12 Å (Figure 3-9A), indicating a
phase shift of π/2, is in good agreement with the values of a typical black-dot scatterer.
[109, 110] However, at distances shorter than 12 Å, we observed a difference in the
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magnitude of the interaction energy from that predicted from theory. We ascribe this
effect to interference of bulk electronic states with the surface state. [110, 130]
Second, we used the same model by Hyldgaard and Persson [114] for a
quantitative comparison with theory,
,

4

sin 2

2

,

3.4

where δF is the phase shift, εF is the Fermi energy, qF is the Fermi level wave vector, d is
the distance, and A is a dimensionless value representing the interaction strength. From
this, we found that the theoretical comparison fit well to experimental data over a
distance range of 10–80 Å (Figure 3-9B). The fit was based on the above equation with
δF = π/2 and A = 480. The measured phase shift is in good agreement with previous
values. [109] However, our value for the interaction strength between two Br adatom
islands is ~100 times higher than previously determined values for single metal adatoms.
We attribute this enhancement to the multiple scattering sites along the edges of the Br
adatom islands, as well as from the electronegative Br adatom being a strong scatterer.
[129] Our experimentally measured separations between adatom islands reveal a higher
degree of spread. We attribute this to the island formation at 600 K, [119] as well as to
the variety in the island shapes.
In order to determine the location of the scattering centers, we performed alternate
analyses by measuring island-island separations from the centers of each Br adatom
island. From this, we did not observe similar oscillations in the interaction potential plot
as we did for island-island separations from the edges of each island. Therefore, the
edges of the islands are the strongest scattering sites and mediate the Br adatom island
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Figure 3-8: (A) A STM image (420 Å × 420 Å, Vs = -0.2 V, It = 40 pA)
illustrating the measured inter-island distances (white lines). (B) A
histogram of the distribution of ~3000 inter-island distances determined
from a series of ~200 non-overlapping STM images. The dotted line
represents the theoretically derived island distribution in the absence of
long-range order.
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Figure 3-9: Interaction potential determined from the measurements shown in
Figure 3-8. (A) The experimental interaction potential plot (solid line) is
overlaid with a theoretical plot (dashed line), illustrating the oscillations at
15 Å intervals. The arrows indicate the four potential energy minima at 12, 26,
41, and 56 Å. (B) Experimental energy plot (solid line) with a theoretical fit
(dashed line) based on Eqn. (3.4) with A = 480 and δF = π/2.
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distributions. This effect can be seen in Figure 3-5, where the surface-state electrons
scattered from the Br adatoms on the terraces and step edges follow the shapes of the
island edges.
The coherence length of standing wave patterns observed by STM is inversely
proportional to the temperature of the surface, especially at T >100 K, where Fermi-Dirac
broadening is the predominant factor in the damping process. [131, 132] The coherence
length (λC) as a function of temperature (T) for surface-state electrons on a clean noble
metal surface can be calculated by [131]:

3.5

,

3.5

where ħ is Planck’s constant, kF is the Fermi level wave vector of the surface state, and
m* is the effective mass of a surface-state electron. Based on the above equation, the
coherence length of standing waves at 600 K on Cu{111} is expected to be ca. 22 Å. We
measured a decay length of 19 ± 3 Å for the island-island interaction potential
(Figure 3-10), and the oscillations were observed up to a distance of ca. 56 Å. The
measured decay length of 19 ± 3 Å is in good agreement with the theoretically expected
coherence length of ca. 22 Å for standing waves at 600 K on Cu{111}, indicating the
surface state plays a role in the Br adatom island separations at that temperature.
Previous experiments have shown that at low temperatures, going from adatomadatom interactions (Co, Cu/Cu{111} at 9–12 K) [109] to adatom-dimer interactions
(Cu/Ag{111} at 6–25 K) [133], the distance over which oscillations were observed
increased from 80 to 230 Å. The increase in the attractive and repulsive strengths in the
interaction potential from adatom-adatom interactions to adatom-dimer interactions was
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estimated to be ±1 meV. [109, 110, 133] However, our measured interaction potential
between islands of Br adatoms from the first minimum to the first maximum was
~25 meV, significantly higher than the 1 meV barrier previously measured. The origin of
this difference is twofold: there are multiple Br adatoms at the edges of the islands, and
Br, a p-block element, is a strong scatterer. [129] We propose that, due to anisotropy of
the Br-Cu bond, Br adatoms present a larger barrier to the surface-state electrons than do
Cu adatoms. Therefore, Br is a stronger scatterer than Cu and, thus, we measure a greater
island-island interaction potential.

3.4 Conclusions
By annealing the Cu{111} substrate to 600 K, Br adatom islands formed as a
result of thermally induced diffusion of isolated Br adatoms. The structure of the Br
adatoms within the islands was well ordered, forming a (√3×√3)R30° structure with
respect to the Cu{111} lattice; however, the shapes depended on the edges of the islands.
We hypothesize that annealing the Cu{111} substrate caused the Br adatoms to become
mobile and aggregate into ordered islands due to favorable short-range interactions
between the Br adatoms. The islands “communicate” with each other via surface-state
electrons to form the most stable long-range surface structures. We observed oscillations
in the inter-island interaction potential with a periodicity of λF/2 of Cu{111}. The strong
island-island interactions are due to the strong perturbation to the surface state from the
Br adatom islands. By selecting an adsorbate that interacts strongly with the substrate,
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we have demonstrated the crucial role of the substrate surface state in mediating
interactions between adsorbates, even at catalytically relevant temperatures.
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Figure 3-10: Measuring the decay length of the inter-island potentials. We
measured a range of decay lengths by fitting y = A*exp(-x/B) + 5 meV to the
theoretical fit to the experimental interaction energy plot starting from a
distance of 17 Å.
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Chapter 4
Measuring the Electronic Properties of Precise Gold Cluster Assemblies
using Tunneling Spectroscopy

4.1 Introduction
Nanoparticles are of great interest because their physical and chemical properties
differ from those of individual molecules and bulk materials. Of particular interest, their
electronic and optical properties can be tailored by manipulation of particle sizes and
well-defined surface chemistries. The study of nanoparticles began with the work of
Michael Faraday in the mid-1800s, when he studied both the chemistry and the optical
scattering properties of gold colloidal solutions. [134] Now, 150 years later, the study of
the optical and electronic properties of nanoparticles has greatly expanded, leading to
their potential integration into applications for fluorophore replacements, [135, 136]
single electron transistors, [12, 18, 137, 138] artificial lattices and photonic materials,
[139-142] catalysis, [143-145] sensors, [146, 147] and biomolecule detection. [148-150]
A key reason for using clusters and nanoparticles as building blocks for novel
nanoelectronic devices is the ability to tune their properties (e.g., size, shape, geometry)
via synthesis and manipulation in the solution phase. Because nanoparticles have neither
the electronic band structure of a single atom nor the continuous band structure of a bulk
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material, and because they are subject to quantum confinement effects, [135, 151] small
changes in their properties may result in significant variations in electronic behavior.
Nanoparticle synthesis has been studied and reviewed at length [152-154], and
particles can be created from a variety of materials such as insulators, semiconductors, or
metals.

Nanoparticles are often stabilized by passivating layers that prevent their

aggregation back to bulk material. This is usually achieved by adding a ligand shell that
serves as a barrier to the surface of the particle, or by introducing repulsive electrostatic
forces. Usually, the passivating layers consist of molecules (e.g., ALK) that chemisorb
on the nanoparticle surface. By tailoring the ligand shell or linker molecules, it is
possible to bridge particles together to create arrays or monolayers, or to cause them to
aggregate. [140, 141, 155]

4.1.1 Single Electron Transport

The single electron transport (SET) properties of metal clusters and nanoparticles
are of interest to the scientific community because of their potential integration into
nanoelectronic devices. These transport properties can be measured directly by STM and
STS. [9, 12, 18, 156] The STM is a useful tool to measure SET because not only does it
provide the external potential and electrons necessary to charge the particle, but it can
also be used to measure the current that travels through the particle assembly within the
junction.
Clusters and nanoparticles demonstrating SET when in tunneling junctions are
modeled as RC circuits in series, specifically a double barrier tunneling junction (DBTJ).
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Each tunneling barrier, the first between the probe tip and the particle, and the second
between the particle and the substrate, has its own capacitance and resistance (Figure
4-1).

The energy (Ec) required to transfer an electron to the particle is inversely

proportional to the particle’s capacitance,

2

,

4.1

where e is the charge of an electron (1.602 × 10-19 C) and C is the capacitance of the
particle. Hence, the smaller the particle (i.e., the smaller the capacitance), the more
energy is required to overcome the electrostatic barrier to transfer an electron to the
particle. The capacitance of the particle is given by:
4

1

2

,

4.2

where ε is the dielectric constant of the surrounding ligand shell, ε0 is the dielectric
constant of vacuum, r is the radius of the particle, and L is the size of the tunneling
junction. [157, 158] As long as the applied bias voltage between the tip and the sample is
smaller than the threshold voltage (VT), where:
,

4.3

a region of current suppression exists and no electrons transfer to the particle. This
current suppression is referred to as a Coulomb blockade. As the bias voltage increases,
and the barrier is overcome, electrons can transfer to the particle. Further increasing the
bias voltage causes the particle to be further populated with electrons. The sequential
population is observed as step-like features in I(V) measurements, which is referred to as
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Figure 4-1: Schematic of the DBTJ model of our system, with a Au11-TPP
cluster covalently attached to a 1,10-DDT tether molecule inserted into a
C8 SAM matrix. Each tunneling barrier (tip-cluster and cluster-substrate)
has its own resistance R and capacitance C. L = ligand.
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the “Coulomb staircase”. In corresponding dI/dV spectra, each step is represented by a
peak.
In order for SET to be discernible, Ec must be greater than the thermal energy of
the system (kBT) so as to avoid thermally-induced tunneling events obscuring the
quantization effects.

Typically, experiments observing Coulomb blockade were

performed at cryogenic temperatures in order to lower the thermal energy. [9, 156]
However, if the particle is small enough (core diameter ≤10 nm), SET can occur at room
temperature. [159]

4.2 Previous Measurements of Coulomb Blockades in Nanoparticles
Many groups have reported Coulomb blockade in nanoparticle systems.
[12, 18, 160-165] Andres et al. and Dorogi et al. reported observations of Coulomb
blockade at room temperature from STS measurements of bare Au nanoparticles (no
ligand shell) adsorbed to a 1,4-xylyldithiolate (XYL) SAM on Au{111}. [12, 18] The
Au nanoparticles were synthesized in situ using a gas-phase cluster beam in the UHV
chamber of a STM. The XYL molecules were presumed to form well-ordered SAMs
with one thiol chemisorbed to the Au{111} substrate and the other bound to the Au
nanoparticle. They described the electronic spectra acquired over the XYL SAM as
nearly linear at moderately high tunneling currents, while I(V) spectra acquired over the
Au nanoparticle showed Coulomb blockade. Using the DBTJ as a model for their
system, they estimated the resistances and capacitances of the tip-nanoparticle barrier and
the nanoparticle-substrate barrier. They showed that the resistance and capacitance of the
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nanoparticle-substrate barrier remained relatively constant, while the tip-nanoparticle
resistance decreased with tip-sample distance. From the data, they were able to estimate
the resistance of each XYL molecule to be ~9 MΩ. [18]
Studies have also been conducted on nanoparticles that were deposited directly
onto surfaces functionalized with ALK SAMs with no covalent attachment. [162, 166]
Wilcoxon and co-workers passivated Au nanoparticles with 1-dodecanethiol (C12)
molecules and further passivated the coated nanoparticles onto a C12 SAM.

The

stabilizing mechanism was most likely the interdigitation of the ligand shell and the
SAM. [162] Although the nanoparticles were stable enough for data acquisition, particles
are more stable to imaging when they are tethered to the substrate via chemical bonds.
Clusters and nanoparticles deposited directly onto surfaces with no covalent attachment
are easily displaced by the STM tip. [167-169] Also, particles deposited onto ALK
SAMs with no covalent attachment can easily penetrate the insulating layer, [18, 170]
which may cause the particle to interact with the underlying substrate.
Coulomb blockade has also been reported in systems consisting of dense particle
arrays deposited directly on surfaces. [160] However, in order to obtain a fundamental
understanding of SET properties in metal clusters and nanoparticles, it is important to
isolate the particles electrically from both the underlying substrate and from each other.

4.3 Creating Precise Cluster Assemblies
Here, we describe the measurement of the SET properties of precise undecagold
(Au11) clusters (dcore = 8 Å) stabilized by triphenylphosphine (TPP, Au11-TPP) ligand
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shells using STM and STS at 4 K. Low temperatures afford high stability, as well as high
spectroscopic and spatial resolution, enabling us to resolve the surrounding electronic and
physical environment of the cluster assemblies. The SET properties of the Au11 clusters
are of great interest because they may be more “molecular” in nature [171, 172] and
demonstrate enhanced transport properties as compared to larger nanoparticles (particles
with diameters ≥1 nm). Their spectra may show resolvable and discrete electronic states
mixed with classical Coulomb blockade behavior. [172-175] Often, nanoparticles that
are prepared in solution or in the gas phase possess a distribution of sizes. This will
ultimately affect the SET properties of the system, since the capacitance of the
nanoparticle is inversely proportional to its size and dispersion would smear the spectra.
In order to create electronic devices with the utmost precision, it is crucial that the same
size particle is used in these studies in order to achieve a uniform charging event. The
precise size and well-defined ligand shell of the Au11-TPP clusters discussed herein
should result in reduced dispersion in electronic behavior. Likewise, by studying single
systems, there is no dispersion.
Wang et al. studied a series of Au nanoparticles ranging in size from 1.8–15 nm.
They found that I(V) acquired over the small nanoparticles (~1.8 nm) showed uneven
spacings in the current steps, which were indicative of both Coulomb blockade behavior
and quantum size effects. [174] Tunneling spectra acquired over larger nanoparticles
(>4.6 nm) did not display this behavior, and the current steps observed in I(V) spectra
were evenly spaced as a result of Coulomb blockade. [174] Zhang et al. acquired
tunneling spectra on Au55-TPP nanoparticles on weakly interacting graphite and
similarly found that the charging states of the nanoparticles were convoluted with
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quantum confinement effects, as well as with “impurity” states from the ligand shell.
[175]
In this chapter, STM and STS were employed to measure the conductance
properties of Au11-TPP clusters tethered to 1,10-decanedithiol (1,10-DDT) molecules
that were inserted into a C8 SAM matrix (Figure 4-2). Tunneling spectra acquired over
Au11-TPP were then compared to tunneling spectra acquired over Au101-TPP
nanoparticles (dcore = 15 ± 4 Å), which were also immobilized using the same tethering
scheme as described above. It is noteworthy that the entire particle-tether-substrate
junction is being probed; therefore contributions to SET from the surrounding ligand
shell and/or the tether molecule cannot be ruled out.

4.4 Experimental Method
The Au{111} substrates used were commercially purchased, formed by thermal
evaporation of Au on mica (Molecular Imaging Inc., Tempe, AZ).

All Au{111}

substrates were annealed in a hydrogen flame prior to SAM deposition.

n-Octanethiol

and 1,10-DDT were used as received from Lancaster Synthesis (Alfa Aesar, Windham,
NH).

Ethanol (EtOH, 200 proof, Pharmco Products, Inc., Brookfield, CT) and

dichloromethane (CH2Cl2, J. T. Baker, Philipsburg, NJ) went through three freeze-pumpthaw (3 × fpt) cycles prior to use. All glassware were cleaned with freshly prepared
piranha solution (caution: highly oxidizing!, 1:3 30% H2O2:H2SO4) followed by rinsing
with purified H2O (with a minimum resistivity of 18 MΩ·cm) and EtOH, and dried
overnight in an oven at 100 °C. The H2O was purified with a Water Pro Plus System
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Figure 4-2: Scanning tunneling microscopy image (220 Å × 220 Å,
It = 5 pA, Vs = 0.5 V) of a Au11-TPP cluster tethered to 1,10-DDT
inserted into a C8 SAM. The physical environment of these clusters is
known with high precision.
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(LabConco Corp., Kansas City, MO). All glassware that was exposed to Au clusters or
nanoparticles was cleaned with aqua regia (caution: highly corrosive, fumes NO2 gas!,
1:3 HCl:HNO3) to dissolve any trace metal, followed by rinsing with purified H2O and
dried in an oven at 100 °C.
The Au11-TPP and Au101-TPP particles were prepared and developed by our
collaborators at the University of Oregon, and the method is described in detail
elsewhere. [176, 177] Once received, they were stored in a freezer and covered with
aluminum foil to prevent degradation or contamination due to light or impurities.
Cluster and nanoparticle assemblies were prepared in an inert environment using
a glovebag (Spilfyter, VWR, West Chester, PA) that had been evacuated and purged with
argon. Host matrices were formed from 1 mM ethanolic solutions of C8 for ~24 h and
rinsed with 3 × fpt·EtOH and dried under a stream of N2 gas. They were then immersed
into 1 mM ethanolic solutions of 1,10-DDT for 30 min–2 h, rinsed with EtOH, and dried
under a stream of N2. Finally, the SAMs were immersed into 3 × fpt·CH2Cl2 solutions of
Au11-TPP or Au101-TPP. Cluster assemblies were rinsed with CH2Cl2, dried with N2,
and stored in an inert environment until analysis.
All STM images were acquired in constant-current mode at 4 K in a custom-built
ultrastable STM, [86] unless otherwise noted. Tunneling spectra (both I(V) and dI/dV)
were acquired simultaneously via a LIA (Stanford Research Systems, Model SR850,
Sunnyvale, CA), as described in Chapter 1. The first harmonic of the tunneling current
was measured by superimposing a 1 kHz (Vrms = 8 mV) AC modulation onto the bias
signal. Both I(V) and dI/dV were acquired over the C8 matrix before (and occasionally
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after) acquiring spectra over a cluster or nanoparticle of interest in order to ascertain the
cleanliness of the probe tip.

4.5 Results and Discussion
4.5.1 Characterization of the Au11 Cluster Assembly

Scanning tunneling microscopy images of each step of the Au11 cluster assembly
are shown in Figure 4-3. An image of a well-ordered C8 SAM is shown in Figure 4-3A.
In the second step, the 1,10-DDT tether molecules are inserted into the C8 SAM via
solution insertion. [48] The 1,10-DDT tethers appear as protrusions in STM images
(Figure 4-3B) and are generally found at defect sites within the C8 matrix (see Chapter 1
for details). The last step of the assembly process is shown in Figure 4-3C. Clusters are
deposited from solution and covalently attach to the protruding tether molecules. Since
the 1,10-DDT tether molecules generally insert at defect sites within the SAM matrix, the
clusters are similarly found at those defect sites, and they were stable while being
imaged. n-Octanethiol was chosen as the host matrix to ensure the pendant –SH group on
1,10-DDT would protrude from the matrix to immobilize and to bind the clusters. Data
using n-decanethiol (C10) as the host SAM matrix showed that the clusters did not
readily attach. This may be due to steric hindrance between the ligand shell and the
surrounding matrix.
All three steps of the cluster assembly process were imaged under ambient
conditions to ascertain the quality of the samples prior to transferring them to the
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Figure 4-3: Scanning tunneling microscopy images characterizing the cluster
assembly process. (A) A STM image (500 Å × 500 Å, It = 5 pA, Vs = 1 V)
showing a well-ordered C8 SAM host matrix. (B) A STM image
(400 Å × 400 Å, It = 5 pA, Vs = 1 V) showing 1,10-DDT molecules inserted in
the C8 SAM, appearing as protrusions and often found at defect sites. (C) A
STM image (1500 Å × 1500 Å, It = 5 pA, Vs = 1 V) after solution insertion of
Au11-TPP clusters, covalently attached to the tether molecules. Note that the
clusters are stable during STM imaging.
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low-temperature STM. Once an estimate of the fractional coverage of 1,10-DDT tethers
was determined, imaging the SAM after tether insertion (i.e., the second step of cluster
assembly) was no longer performed in order to prevent –SH oxidation, and the Au11
clusters or Au101 nanoparticles were attached directly after insertion of the 1,10-DDT
tether molecules.

4.5.2 Single Electron Transport Measurements of Au11-TPP

Surprisingly, the precise Au11 cluster did not show a single, unique electronic
spectrum. Significant spectral hopping (variations in energy at which features occurred)
and diffusion (variations in width and intensity) were observed in dI/dV spectra. Figure
4-4 shows five tunneling spectra acquired over a single Au11-TPP cluster as a function of
location. Spectra acquired at the periphery of the cluster showed a larger Coulomb
blockade gap as compared to spectra acquired at the center of the cluster. This may be a
result of different pathways of the tunneling electrons. For example, spectra acquired
over the periphery of the cluster may predominately pass through the ligand shell,
whereas spectra acquired over the center of the cluster may pass directly through the Au
core.
However, variations in the Coulomb blockade were not limited to different spatial
points around a single cluster. Several spectra acquired over a single point for a single
cluster also displayed spectral hopping and diffusion. Upon repeated probing of multiple
clusters, the Au11-TPP clusters did not display a single, unique charge transport profile.
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Figure 4-4: Tunneling spectra acquired as a function of different spatial
points over a single Au11-TPP cluster. The Coulomb blockade region and
conductance peaks varied in each I(V) and dI/dV spectrum. The Coulomb
blockade is generally larger acquired over the periphery of the cluster in
comparison to the center of the cluster.
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A compilation of 24 tunneling spectra acquired over a single point in a Au11-TPP
cluster, labeled ‘a’ through ‘x’ with every other letter omitted for clarity, is shown in
Figure 4-5. Two spectra (‘o’ and ‘s’) are shown in detail to illustrate the correlation of
the color scale to the intensities in the dI/dV spectra. For example, spectrum ‘o’ has a
smaller Coulomb blockade gap than that of spectrum ‘s’, which is represented by a
shorter central blue-colored region in the dI/dV intensity map.
Although no reproducible trend was observed, spectra with small, intermediate,
and large regions of zero conductance interchanging reversibly were observed,
(Figure 4-6) indicating no damage or perturbation to the Au11-TPP cluster.

The

Coulomb blockade regions varied in width (0.2 V to >2.5 V) and were each observed
multiple times, as shown in Figure 4-5. These variations were independent of tunneling
conditions.

Based on the DBTJ geometric model of our system, we expect the

capacitance of the Au11-TPP cluster to be ~0.15 aF, the zero-conductance width to be
~1.3 V, and the charging step widths to be ~1 V. Since this system has a monodisperse
cluster size distribution, it should exhibit a uniform charge transport profile; however,
different behavior was observed. Asymmetry of the dI/dV resonances around 0 V were
observed, which is consistent with fluctuations in the background charge on the
Au11-TPP cluster. [178] Additional observations include some spatial dependence for
the conductance spectra, but there is yet no obvious correlation between the acquisition
location of the cluster and the observed spectral hopping and diffusion.
Several mechanisms may be responsible for the observed spectral hopping and
diffusion in the tunneling spectra. Contributions may include the ligand shell (and
whether a ligand may be in the tunneling junction), fluctuations in the cluster-tether
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Figure 2-5: A compilation of 24 tunneling spectra acquired as a function of
the same spatial point over a single Au11-TPP cluster. The color scale
represents the intensity in the peaks in dI/dV spectra. Each horizontal line
represents a single spectrum. Two of the spectra, “o” and “s” are shown for
clarity. Tunneling conditions are It = 7–24 pA and Vs = 1.5 V. We found
no correlation between the spectral hopping and diffusion and tunneling
setpoints.
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Figure 4-6: Tunneling spectra acquired over the Au11-TPP cluster used to
compile Figure 4-5. These are representative of tunneling spectra acquired
over multiple clusters. Many different Coulomb blockade widths are
observed for this single cluster and were reversible. Tunneling conditions are
It = 7–24 pA and Vs = 1.5 V.
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attachment, or fluctuations in the electrostatic environment of the cluster.

To test

whether or not the ligand shell was a contributing factor, spectra were also acquired over
Au11 clusters with a C8 ligand shell (Au11-C8).

Significant spectral hopping and

diffusion were also observed in dI/dV spectra acquired over these clusters and generally
showed very large regions of zero conductance, indicating that the spectral response is
not ligand specific and that the TPP ligands are not contributing to the energy states in
the Coulomb blockade region (Figure 4-7). [175]
Significant electrostatic forces are present within the tip-sample junction due to
the high electric field of the STM tip. During data acquisition, the tip is parked over the
cluster for a period of time and the electric field of the STM tip may exert a force on the
cluster, distorting its attachment to the 1,10-DDT tether molecule underneath. Even
though low tunneling currents (5–20 pA) were used to avoid adverse tip-sample
interactions, the cluster is still vulnerable to compression by the probe tip. During
imaging, it is known that electrostatic forces can cause compression of the SAM through
forces of ~100 pN in magnitude. [179-181] Also, the cluster may oscillate in accord with
charge transfer events while tethered to “soft” linkers such as ALK molecules. [179]
Assuming C1 and R1 remain constant (i.e., the distance between the tip and Au11-TPP),
there may be shifts in the charging steps if the distance changes between the cluster and
the substrate with distortion of the underlying tether or SAM matrix. Any geometrical
changes to the junction will ultimately affect the SET properties of the system.
Additionally, since the locations of the 1,10-DDT tether molecules are primarily within
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defect sites of the C8 SAM matrix, some fluctuation of the tether molecule may occur
since it is not adsorbed within a crystalline domain of the SAM.
Figure 4-8 shows the C8 lattice as well as a cluster’s location at a defect site. An
area of desorbed C8 is observed near the defect site, which may have occurred when the
SAM was exposed to the Au11-TPP solution. [182] Over a period of ~20 h, the C8 SAM
has desorbed all the way up to and possibly underneath the cluster. Even though the
clusters are tethered to the substrate, the assemblies may still be dynamic enough to affect
their SET properties.

4.5.3 Single Electron Transport Measurements of Au101-TPP

Particles with dcore ≤ 1 nm possess discrete energy level spacings, [171-174, 183]
and the Au11-TPP cluster discussed above falls into this size regime. However, particles
with 1 nm < dcore < 2 nm may possess transitional electronic properties between those of
atomic and bulk materials. [171] An atomistic modeling coupled with x-ray powder
diffraction analyses of Au nanoparticles in the 1–2 nm size range have shown preferential
formation of a stable sequence of particles with 75, 101, and 146 Au atoms belonging to
the truncated-decahedral motif. [171] Since the Au101-TPP nanoparticles discussed in
this chapter (dcore = 1.4 ± 0.4 nm) are part of this stable species, they may demonstrate
SET properties between molecular- and bulk-like electronic properties.
In order to immobilize the Au101-TPP nanoparticles, a greater fractional coverage
of the 1,10-DDT tether molecules was required. However, once attached, the Au101-TPP
assemblies were more stable to repeated scanning and spectroscopic measurements than
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Figure 4-7: A compilation spectrum of tunneling spectra acquired over the
center of several Au11–C8 clusters immobilized atop a C8 SAM via
1,10-DDT tethers. Representative spectra (a–y, horizontal bands) are plotted
with dI/dV magnitude scaled in color.
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Figure 4-8: Scanning tunneling microscopy images of an Au11-TPP cluster
adsorbed at a step edge. After 20 h (from A to B) the C8 SAM matrix has
desorbed, including up to and perhaps underneath the cluster. (A) 135 Å × 135 Å,
It = 20 pA, Vs = 1.5 V; (B) 135 Å × 135 Å, It = 14 pA, Vs = -1.5 V.
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the Au11-TPP clusters.

The Coulomb blockade of the Au101-TPP nanoparticles of

varying apparent sizes followed the general expected trend; smaller Coulomb blockade
widths were observed for larger nanoparticles. Still, we observed spectral hopping and
diffusion in tunneling spectra acquired over all measured nanoparticles and saw similar
behavior as the Au11-TPP clusters.
Figure 4-9 shows that, from spectrum to spectrum, dI/dV resonances can fluctuate
on the order of 100 mV, as well as change in intensity. Three conductance sweeps were
acquired at each of the three points shown in the STM image (Figure 4-9A). Averaging
all nine sweeps together shows a large Coulomb blockade region, shown in Figure 4-9B.
However, when looking at each spectrum individually in the selected energy range, the
conductance peak at 1.1 V is highlighted to show the observed spectral hopping (Figure
4-9C).
A STM image of two stable Au101-TPP nanoparticles tethered to 1,10-DDT
molecules inserted into a C8 SAM is shown in Figure 4-10. The nature of the defect site
for the nanoparticle on the left is unclear, as the nanoparticle is covering the defect
completely. Since we hypothesize that the observed spectral hopping and diffusion may
be related to the molecular motion of the underlying tether, we strive to understand the
correlation between the tether location and the observed spectral hopping and diffusion.
Histograms of the approximate LDOS of Au11-TPP and Au101-TPP are shown in
Figure 4-11. The histogram plots the occurrences of dI/dV resonances at particular
energies over hundreds of measurements at all tunneling setpoints. The histograms show
that the Au11-TPP cluster possesses a more discrete set of energy levels than that of the
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Au101-TPP nanoparticle, whose dI/dV resonances were more widely distributed in
energy, as expected.

4.6 Conclusions
We observed significant spectral hopping and diffusion for both Au11-TPP cluster
and Au101-TPP nanoparticles anchored to a C8 SAM via 1,10-DDT tether molecules and
have demonstrated that the conductance properties of these particles are more complex
and subtle than has been previously reported. It is crucial to understand the relationship
between the chemical and physical environment of the clusters and nanoparticles, which
is most likely dominating SET. This system, though carefully constructed and controlled,
may be prone to diffusion due to the flexibility of the tether molecule. It is important to
understand this mechanism when considering these small particles for novel
nanoelectronic devices, as their local environments may dominate charge transport.
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Figure 4-9: (A) Scanning tunneling microscopy image (120 Å × 120 Å, It = 8-16 pA,
Vs = 1.5 V) of a Au101-TPP nanoparticle tethered to 1,10-DDT inserted in a C8 SAM
matrix. Nine spectra were acquired over each point (3 spectra per point), as shown in the
STM image. The tunneling spectra show (B) the average of the nine acquired spectra (C)
and the individual spectra, illustrating the fluctuations at 1.10 V.
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Figure 4-10: Scanning tunneling microscopy image (210 Å × 210 Å,
It = 5 pA, Vs = 1.5 V) of Au101-TPP nanoparticles tethered to
1,10-DDT inserted into a C8 SAM. The nature of the defect site
where the nanoparticle on the left is anchored is unclear from these
data.
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Figure 4-11: Histograms comparing the Coulomb blockade widths for
Au11-TPP and Au101-TPP tethered to 1,10-DDT inserted into a C8
SAM matrix. The histograms plot the occurrences of dI/dV resonances
as a function of energy, measured across all clusters or nanoparticles at
all tunneling setpoints. Bin = 50 mV.
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Chapter 5
Measuring the Electronic Structure of As7K3 Clusters for
Cluster-Assembled Materials

5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 4, clusters are of great scientific interest because their
properties differ from their bulk and atomic counterparts. They may serve as building
blocks for new cluster-assembled materials with tailored optical, electronic, and magnetic
properties by changing their size, geometry, and composition. [184-188] Since quantum
confinement effects often govern the behavior of nanometer-sized particles, studying
their reactivity and chemical and physical properties can give insight into both the
interplay of geometry and structure, as well as how these particles may be manipulated.
[185] This chapter details our work towards creating surfaces to capture individual
clusters that exhibit exceptional stability in order to characterize their electronic structure.

5.1.1 Superatom Concept

Clusters of certain elements are known to demonstrate “magic number” behavior,
which leads to enhanced stability of clusters of certain sizes. [189-195]

This
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phenomenon was first observed by Knight et al. in mass spectra of free sodium clusters.
[189] The clusters were generated by vaporizing alkali metal from a gas aggregation
source, ionizing them, and measuring the cluster distribution with time-of-flight mass
spectrometry (TOF-MS).

The observed distributions showed greater intensities for

clusters with 8, 20, 40, 58, and 92 atoms, than other comparable sizes. [189]
This “magic number” behavior can be attributed to shell closings explained by the
jellium model. [196]

This model describes a homogeneously distributed positively

charged background over a sphere the size of the cluster with the valence electrons free to
move within the confines of the cluster. The energy levels for electrons interacting with
the charge distribution correspond to 1s2, 1p6, 1d10, 2s2, 1f14, 2p6, etc. Thus, the “magic
sizes” correspond to filled electronic shells described by the jellium model, suggesting
that their enhanced stability is due to these filled shells, much like an atom with a filled
electronic shell is chemically inert.
Many of these stable clusters mimic the chemical behavior of elements of the
periodic table.

Studies have revealed that clusters can behave like alkaline earth

elements, [190] alkali metals, [197] multivalent elements, [198, 199] halogens, [200, 201]
and rare gases, [191] and hence can be regarded as “superatoms”. Although the term
superatom was conceived by Khanna and Jena, [185, 187, 188] the concept originated
from the experimental studies of Al cluster reactivity by Castleman and co-workers. [185,
191] In these studies, Al cluster anions were produced by laser vaporization. After
reacting the cluster with oxygen, they found that Al cluster anions that contained 13, 23,
and 37 atoms were unreactive, and most other species were susceptible to oxygen
etching. Because Al has 3 valence electrons, the number of free electrons in the anion
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cluster is 3n + 1. [185] Therefore, these observations correspond to shell closings at 40,
70, and 112 electrons using the jellium model. In particular, the Al13- cluster increased in
abundance with the extent of reaction, which was due to etching of clusters of other
larger sizes until they reached a closed shell character. [191]
Theoretical studies soon followed, [200] which suggested that the high electron
affinity of Al13 (3.57 eV) was analogous to a Cl atom. Additionally, it was shown that
Al13K was an ionically bound molecule, comparable to KCl, [200] further demonstrating
that Al13 behaves like a halogen. Later, it was confirmed experimentally by Wang and
co-workers that the electron affinity of Al13 (3.62 eV) is close to that of a Cl atom; [202]
and recently, the ionic behavior of Al13K was supported by Bowen and co-workers
through mass spectral and anion photoelectron spectroscopic studies. [203]

5.1.2 Building Blocks for Cluster Assembly: As7K3

The discovery of superatoms has initiated experimental and theoretical studies of
identifying clusters with desired properties as building blocks for cluster-assembled
materials.

One important step of creating these assemblies is to identify clusters

(e.g., Al13- or C60) that maintain their chemical identity when assembled. [185, 186]
Through theoretical and experimental procedures, it is possible to identify potential
superatoms as stable building blocks for materials with tunable physical properties. An
example of this approach was demonstrated by Castleman, Khanna, Sen, and co-workers
using a Zintl phase, namely As73-. [184]
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Zintl phases are a class of cluster assemblies and enable systematic study of the
effects of structure and function in cluster-assembled materials. [204] A Zintl phase is
composed of post-transition metals and electropositive elements, such as alkali metals or
alkaline earth elements. [205-207] The As73--based Zintl phase, where the As cluster is
surrounded by alkali metal ions (e.g., Cs, K), was found to form compact and crystalline
cluster assemblies. [184, 186, 204]
Previously, Castleman and co-workers produced AsnKm clusters in molecular
beams by laser vaporization of a dispersed mixture of As and K, and analyzed them with
TOF-MS. [184, 186] Peaks observed at As6K3+ and As7K3+ were the most prominent,
suggesting enhanced stability of these clusters. However, the cationic behavior of As6K3+
prevents it from being a suitable candidate for use in cluster-assembled materials.
Therefore, the As7K3 cluster was identified as the most stable superatom building block.
[184]
Theoretical investigations of AsnKm clusters identified additional stable
candidates for cluster-assembled materials. [184] Khanna and co-workers calculated the
fragmentation energy (FE) and the HOMO-LUMO gap in all AsnKm clusters. Clusters
with high minimum FE are particularly stable, and large HOMO-LUMO gaps are
indicative of chemical inertness. [184] Three clusters, As4K2, As5K, and As7K3, were
found to have higher values for both FE and HOMO-LUMO gaps; however, the planar
structures of As4 and As5 make them unsuitable for forming three-dimensional cluster
assemblies. In addition to the experimental results described above, these theoretical
findings demonstrate that As7K3 is the most promising superatom candidate as building
blocks for creating cluster-assembled materials. [184]
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Here, we discuss the characterization of the electronic structure, namely the
HOMO-LUMO gap, of individual As7K3 superatoms using STM and STS at 4 K.
Previously, ensemble measurements have shown that changing the counter-cation in the
As73- Zintl phase results in different band gap sizes and energies, giving rise to new
properties, and demonstrating how these properties can be tailored. [204] However,
clusters are expected to behave differently in a bulk material than as a single cluster.
Localized techniques, such as STM and STS, enable measurements of the electronic
structure of individual clusters for cluster-assembled materials. These measurements can
give insight into the role of the local environment on the properties of superatoms.

5.2 Creating As7K3 Cluster Assemblies
Probing the electronic structure of individual clusters using STM and STS
requires that the clusters be tethered to surfaces, either through a chemical bond or an
electrostatic interaction, or other significantly attractive forces. [10] In this chapter, we
describe a method to capture individual As7K3 clusters by tethering them to molecules
inserted into a SAM matrix. Theoretical studies have indicated that the As7K3 cluster
could be regarded as an As73- anion, and that the role of the counter-cations is simply to
donate charge. [186]

Therefore, we have employed a tethering scheme using

11-amino-1-undecanethiol (AUT) to bind these clusters electrostatically via the amine
terminal group. The AUT tethers were inserted into a C8 SAM matrix (Figure 5-1). We
discuss the challenges facing the fabrication of these assemblies, largely due to solvent
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Figure 5-3: Schematic of the As7K3 cluster assembly process. (A) A Au{111}
substrate is flame annealed, (B) immersed into a solution of C8, and (C) the
AUT tether molecules are inserted. (D) The sample is then exposed to the
cluster solution in an inert environment.
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effects, and the methods employed to overcome these problems.

We also discuss

preliminary STS measurements of the HOMO-LUMO gap of the As7K3 clusters.

5.3 Experimental Method
The Au{111} substrates used for STM measurements were commercially
purchased, formed by thermal evaporation of Au on mica (Molecular Imaging Inc.,
Tempe, AZ). The Au substrates used for IR measurements, (1000 Å Au layer, 99.999%,
Kurt J. Lesker, Clairton, PA), were prepared with an electron-beam evaporator using 4 in.
polished Si(100) wafers (Silicon Quest Int., Santa Clara, CA) with a 100 Å chromium
adhesion layer (99.998%, Kurt J. Lesker, Clairton, PA).

All Au{111} and Au-Si

substrates were annealed with a hydrogen flame prior to SAM deposition. n-Octanethiol
was used as received from Sigma-Aldrich (Aldrich Chemical Corp., Allentown, PA).
11-amino-1-undecanethiol was used as received from Asemblon (Asemblon, Redmond,
WA). Tetrahydrofuran (THF, anhydrous) was used as received from Sigma-Aldrich
(Aldrich Chemical Corp., Allentown, PA). Dimethylforamide (DMF, anhydrous) was
used as received from Sigma-Aldrich (Aldrich Chemical Corp., Allentown, PA). Ethanol
(200 proof, Pharmco Products Inc., Brookfield, CT) was used as received.
Ethylenediamine (99.5%, purified by redistillation) was used as received from
Sigma-Aldrich (Aldrich Chemical Corp., Allentown, PA).
The As7K3 clusters were synthesized by the Sen group at Penn State University;
the method is described in detail elsewhere. [204, 208]

Once received, clusters were
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stored in a glovebox under nitrogen atmosphere (Vacuum Atmospheres, Newburyport,
MA).
The cluster assemblies were constructed using a three-step process. First, SAM
host matrices were formed from a 1 mM ethanolic solution of C8 for 2–3 h at 72 °C,
rinsed with EtOH, and dried under a stream of N2 gas. Second, they were immersed into
a 1 mM basic (KOH) ethanolic solution of AUT for 10–60 min, rinsed with EtOH, and
dried under a stream of N2 gas. (Basic ethanolic conditions were used in the insertion
step in order to minimize hydrogen bonding between terminal amine groups. [209])
Third, the SAMs were immersed into ethylenediamine solutions of As7K3.

Cluster

assemblies were the rinsed with ethylenediamine, THF, DMF, or acetonitrile, dried with
N2 gas, and sealed in a vial under N2 to prevent oxygen contamination.
The samples were transferred to a glovebag (Spilfyter, VWR, West Chester, PA)
that had been evacuated and purged with ultrahigh purity (UHP) argon. The glovebag
was sealed around the load-lock chamber (vented to UHP argon) in order to transfer the
sample into the STM without oxygen contamination. The environment was tested for the
presence of oxygen inside the glovebag with a vial of As7K3 clusters (which turn black
when oxidized) prior to transferring the sample into the load lock chamber.
Experiments were performed in a custom-built ultrastable cryogenic STM,
described elsewhere. [86]

The electronic properties of the cluster assemblies were

probed using phase-sensitive STS via a LIA, described in Chapter 1. The first harmonic
of the tunneling current was measured by superimposing a 1 kHz (Vrms = 4-8 mV) AC
modulation onto the bias signal with a 10 ms time constant. Tunneling spectra (I(V) and
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dI/dV) were acquired simultaneously, and imaging was performed using constant-current
mode.

5.3.1 Infrared Reflection Absorption Spectroscopy

Infrared spectroscopy is a widely used vibrational spectroscopic technique for
characterizing and identifying molecular adsorbates on surfaces. Absorption of IR light
excites vibrational modes in the molecules and creates a spectroscopic fingerprint that is
characteristic of their structure. Further identification of the structure and orientation of
molecular adsorbates on surfaces is possible through infrared reflection absorption
spectroscopy (IRRAS), also known as reflection absorption spectroscopy (RAIRS). [210]
In this technique, IR radiation is incident on the substrate at a grazing angle to maximize
the light-sample interaction, and excites only vibrational modes with non-zero
components normal to the surface. Grazing angle IRRAS not only can identify molecular
adsorbates on surfaces, but also can provide insight on the molecular orientation relative
to the surface, since the intensity of the signal depends on the orientation of the molecular
vibration with respect to the light. [47, 211, 212]
Infrared absorption spectra were collected using a Nicolet 6700 FTIR
spectrometer (Thermo Electron Corp., Madison, WI) equipped with a liquid-nitrogencooled mercury-cadmium-telluride detector and a Seagull variable-angle reflection
accessory (Harrick Scientific Inc., Ossining, NY). The spectrometer was purged with dry
and CO2-free air produced by an FTIR purge gas generator (Parker-Balston, Cleveland,
OH). The spectra were collected at grazing incidence reflection (84° relative to the
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surface normal) with p-polarized light, and a mirror speed of 1.27 cm/s, a resolution of
2 cm-1, averaged over 1024 scans, normalized to a background of perdeuterated C12, and
transformed using Norton-Beer (N-B) medium apodization.

5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Characterization of the As7K3 Cluster Assembly

Representative STM images of As7K3 clusters tethered to AUT molecules in a C8
SAM matrix are shown in Figure 5-2. As seen in the images (Figure 5-2, A-C), the SAM
is poor with a high degree of disorder. However, As7K3 clusters appear to be tethered to
the surface, as shown by repeated imaging of the same cluster (Figure 5-2C). We
attribute the SAM disorder to ethylenediamine adsorbed to the surface.
To investigate this further, IRRAS was employed to characterize the cluster
assembly process. A C8 SAM was formed on a Au–Si substrate for 24 h at room
temperature.

Grazing incidence IRRAS spectra were obtained from 800-4000 cm-1.

Figure 5-3 shows a typical spectrum of a pristine C8 SAM (red). The peaks observed at
2849, 2877, 2918, and 2694 cm-1 are in good agreement with previously observed values,
indicating crystalline-like packing of the alkyl chains. [47, 213, 214] In addition, these
features imply a predominantly all-trans configuration of the alkyl chains, with very few
gauche defects. [47]

The peaks are assigned to the C–H stretching modes: CH2,

symmetric; CH3, symmetric, CH2, antisymmetric; and CH3 asymmetric, respectively. [47,
213]
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Figure 5-2: Scanning tunneling microscopy images of As7K3 clusters tethered to
AUT molecules inserted into a C8 SAM matrix. The STM images indicate a
relatively high degree of disorder in the SAM, but demonstrate cluster attachment
to the surface. (A) 635 Å × 635 Å, It =10 pA, Vs = 1V; (B) 420 Å × 420 Å,
It = 10 pA, Vs = 1 V. (C) Repeated scanning over the same cluster shows that the
cluster is tethered to the surface (325 Å × 325 Å, It = 15 pA, Vs = 1 V).
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A typical spectrum of the C8 SAM after 1 h exposure to AUT is shown in Figure
5-3 (green). The spectrum shows shifting and broadening in the asymmetric methylene
absorption band (2918 cm-1), indicating lower conformational and orientational order in
the SAM. This reduced crystallinity in the SAM matrix may impact the quality of the
final cluster assembly, as it provides greater regions of disorder for ethylenediamine to
interact with the ALK molecules and/or the underlying Au{111} substrate. We attribute
this disorder in the SAM to the AUT insertion time; therefore, decreasing the insertion
time (e.g., 10 min vs. 60 min) should improve the order of the ALK SAM with inserted
AUT molecules.
Spectra of the C8 SAM before and after As7K3 cluster deposition are shown in
Figure 5-4 (red and blue, respectively). The 2800–3000 cm-1 region that exhibits peaks
characteristic of the C–H stretching modes for ALK SAMs, indicative of a well-ordered
C8 SAM, (red) is overwhelmed by the ethylenediamine spectrum (blue). Peaks are also
observed in the lower energy region (1600–1700 cm-1). The peaks located at 1611 and
2806 cm-1 are assigned to the NH2 bend and the C–H stretch of ethylenediamine,
respectively; [215, 216] we therefore conclude that ethylenediamine is present on the
surface. Comparing the spectra of the C8 SAM before and after cluster insertion shows
that ethylenediamine in the cluster solution is adsorbed on the SAM. This is also evident
from the acquired STM images (Figure 5-2). Samples used for IRRAS characterization
were not kept in an inert environment after assembly; nonetheless, we believe that the
oxidation of the clusters is negligible, as evidence of oxidation was not observed in
IRRAS measurements.
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Figure 5-3: Characterization of a C8 SAM before (red trace) and after (blue trace)
insertion of AUT molecules using IRRAS. The spectrum of the C8 SAM shows
peaks indicative of a well-ordered crystalline matrix. The spectrum of the C8
SAM with inserted AUT molecules shows broadening and shifting in the
asymmetric absorption band (2918 cm-1), demonstrating that there is disorder in
the monolayer.
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Figure 5-4: Grazing angle IRRAS spectra of a C8 SAM (red trace) and a As7K3
cluster assembly (blue trace). Ethylenediamine peaks overwhelm peaks
indicative of a well-ordered SAM (as discussed in Section 5.4.2). New peaks
emerge in the lower energy region, which correspond to the NH2 bend for
ethylenediamine. Inset: The 2800–3000 cm-1 region, highlighting the peaks
indicative of a C8 SAM.
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Even though As7K3 clusters were tethered to the surface (Figure 5-2), instability
of the tunneling gap prevented the acquisition of tunneling spectra of the clusters.
Tunneling spectra exhibited signal saturation during acquisition; hence, no observable
features in dI/dV were apparent for analysis. In order to improve the quality of the As7K3
cluster assemblies for spectroscopic measurements, the ethylenediamine adsorbed on the
surface must be eliminated. To this end, different solvents were used to rinse the sample
after cluster deposition to see if the ethylenediamine could be washed away. Since the
As7K3 clusters readily oxidize, solvents used must be both polar and aprotic.

5.4.2 Optimization of As7K3 Cluster Assemblies

Cluster assemblies were prepared in the manner described above; however, after
the sample was immersed in the cluster solution, it was rinsed with THF instead of
ethylenediamine, and dried under N2 gas. Figure 5-5 shows IRRAS spectra of a C8 SAM
(red), a C8 SAM after cluster deposition that was rinsed with ethylenediamine (blue), and
C8 SAM after cluster deposition that was rinsed with THF (green). The THF has
removed some ethylenediamine adsorbed on the C8 SAM, as shown by the decrease in
intensity in the peaks assigned to NH2 bend and C–H stretch. However, peaks between
2800–3000 cm-1, indicative of a well-ordered SAM, are still not resolved. To verify the
quality of the sample, a similar sample was prepared in an inert environment for analysis
by STM.
Representative STM images of As7K3 cluster assemblies rinsed with THF are
shown in Figure 5-6. Similar to earlier STM measurements, the SAM exhibits disorder.
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Figure 5-5: Scanning tunneling images of As7K3 clusters after the sample was
rinsed with THF. Clusters are present on the surface and SAM disorder is
apparent. The THF did not completely wash away the ethylenediamine.
(A) 845 Å × 845 Å, It = 5 pA, Vs = 1 V; (B) 420 Å × 420 Å, It = 5 pA, Vs = 1 V.
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Again, clusters are tethered to the surface, but the underlying matrix is not resolved. One
noted difference from earlier measurements is the appearance of typical features in an
ALK SAM, such as substrate vacancies (Figure 5-6B). It is evident in the STM images
that ethylenediamine is still adsorbed to the SAM and that THF is not a suitable rinsing
agent. Subsequently, we rinsed the cluster assembly with acetonitrile. However, it had
no effect in removing ethylenediamine from the surface; the STM images (not shown
here) were similar to those in Figure 5-6.
Previously, Yang et al. showed through a series of STM studies that a small
amount of amphiphilic surfactant molecules, such as DMF and dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO), in water attach to SAM surfaces, primarily at defect sites, and form relatively
stable adsorbates. [217] It was found that the attachment of these molecules increases the
activation energy sufficiently to inhibit degradation of SAMs. [217]

Since the

hydrophobic portion of these molecules attach to the methyl terminal group of the ALK
chains, we believe that this may help inhibit ethylenediamine from readily attaching to
the ALK SAM and/or underlying Au{111} substrate during cluster deposition, thereby
improving the quality the final cluster assembly.
To this end, we designed a new cluster-assembly process taking advantage of the
protecting nature of DMF. In this process, we immersed a flame-annealed Au{111}
substrate into a 1 mM ethanolic solution of C8 for 3 h at 72°C, rinsed it with EtOH, and
dried it under a stream of N2 gas. The C8 SAM was immersed in a 1 mM basic ethanolic
solution containing AUT for 10 min, rinsed with neat ethanol, and dried under N2 gas.
The sample was transferred to the glovebox, where it was immersed in DMF for 1 h. The
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Figure 5-6: Characterization of a C8 SAM (red trace), a C8 SAM exposed to
As7K3 clusters (blue trace), and a C8 SAM exposed to As7K3 clusters that was
rinsed with THF (green trace). The THF has removed some ethylenediamine
adsorbed to the surface.
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sample was immediately transferred into the cluster solution for 1 h, rinsed with DMF,
and dried under N2 gas.
Representative STM images of the cluster assembly treated with DMF (Figure
5-7) show dramatic improvements in sample quality. Substrate vacancies and step edges
can be resolved in the STM images, characteristic of ALK SAMs. Clusters are also
tethered to the surface and are not perturbed by scanning. The grainy appearance of the
SAM in Figure 5-7 is attributed to the presence of ethylenediamine and/or DMF adsorbed
to the surface.

5.4.3 Measuring the Electronic Structure of As7K3 Clusters

We performed STS on adsorbed clusters to characterize their electronic structure.
Representative tunneling spectra over three clusters and the AUT SAM are shown in
Figure 5-8. The I(V) and dI/dV spectra acquired over the clusters show large regions of
zero conductance, which we attribute to their HOMO-LUMO gap. In comparison, I(V)
and dI/dV acquired over the AUT SAM show a steady increase in conductance.
Measured regions of zero conductance (Table 5-1) were averaged from seven spectra
acquired over seven different clusters (Figure 5-9), giving a value of 2.39 ± 0.32 eV, in
comparison with a calculated value of 2.23 eV for the HOMO-LUMO gap of single,
isolated clusters. [184]
Several factors may explain the differences between experimental observations
and theory. First, the presence of ethylenediamine on the surface may affect the HOMOLUMO gap because it alters the local chemical environment of the clusters. Second, the
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Figure 5-7: Scanning tunneling microscopy images of As7K3 cluster
assemblies after rinsing with DMF. Clusters are present on the surface,
and the quality of the sample has improved, as compared with previous
preparations. Typical features of an ALK SAM can be observed, such
as substrate vacancies and step edges. (A) 1200 Å × 1200 Å, It = 10 pA,
Vs = 1 V; (B) 800 Å × 800 Å, It = 15 pA, Vs = 1 V; (C) 800 Å × 800 Å,
It = 10 pA, Vs = 1.25 V; (D) 800 Å × 800 Å, It = 15 pA, Vs = 2 V.
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Figure 5-8: Tunneling spectra acquired over three clusters (red, green, purple)
in close proximity to others and the AUT SAM (black). The colored circles in
the STM image (800 Å × 800 Å, It = 15 pA, Vs = 2 V) correspond to the
acquired spectra. Comparing spectra acquired over the AUT SAM to spectra
acquired over the clusters shows a difference in the I(V) response.
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Table 5-1: Table listing the measured values of zero conductance
in I(V) spectra acquired over seven individual clusters.

Figure 5-9: Tunneling spectra (I(V)) acquired over seven different clusters.
The zero-conductance region varies in width, yielding an average value of
2.39 ± 0.32 eV.
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interaction between the amine terminal group and the cluster may increase the HOMOLUMO gap by improving the charge transfer. In the As7K3 cluster, the counter-cations
(K) generate an internal electric field that manipulates the electronic structure of the
cluster. The cluster is sensitive to the alignment of the counter-cations because they
stabilize the molecular orbitals that are aligned along the electric field. [218] However,
the electrostatic interaction between the amine terminal group and the As7K3 cluster may
influence the internal electric field by improving the charge transfer to the counter-cation,
or interacting directly with the As7K3 cluster, thus distorting the HOMO orbital of the
cluster and increasing the HOMO-LUMO gap.

Further theoretical calculations are

currently underway to understand the influence of charge transfer between the amine
terminal group and the cluster, as well as understand the effect of the local chemical
environment of the tethered clusters.

5.5 Conclusions
We have demonstrated the obstacles to creating reliable As7K3 cluster assemblies
for STM and STS measurements. To measure the electronic structure of individual
As7K3 cluster superatoms with STM and STS, it is crucial to capture the cluster through
electrostatic interactions, chemical bonds, or other attractive forces. We successfully
created a method to tether As7K3 clusters to a surface by means of an amine-terminated
molecule. However, more work is needed to improve the overall quality of the cluster
assembly to improve reproducibility in spectroscopic measurements. Our preliminary
STS measurements indicate that the HOMO-LUMO gap of the tethered clusters is higher
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than the calculated value for isolated clusters (2.23 eV). This may be due to the local
chemical environment of the cluster, or the charge transfer between the amine terminal
group and the cluster. Our collaborators in the Khanna group at Virginia Commonwealth
University are currently investigating these effects by theoretical simulations.
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Chapter 6
Soft-Landing Deposition of Aluminum Cluster Anions

6.1 Introduction
Quantum confinement effects often govern the behavior of nanoscale materials,
[135, 151] and studying their properties and chemical reactivity can give insight into the
relationship between geometry and electronic structure. [185]

Early experiments

demonstrated that clusters of certain sizes exhibited enhanced stability, [189, 191] which
was attributed to electronic shell closings explained by the jellium model. [196]
However, recent findings found that the stability of clusters of larger sizes corresponded
to filled geometric shells, suggesting that cluster stability has both electronic and
geometric components. [219, 220] Thus, the chemical reactivity of clusters is affected by
both of these factors. This chapter details our work employing soft-landing techniques to
deposit metal cluster anions by using previously characterized gas-phase reactivity to link
the clusters covalently to substrates.

We aim to understand the role of the local

environment on the electronic properties of the clusters so we may understand how these
properties can be tailored for nanoscale applications.
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6.2 Soft-Landing Techniques
In order to understand the fundamental physical and chemical properties of
clusters in the gas phase, soft-landing techniques have been developed to deposit and to
characterize clusters on surfaces. [221-229]

However, certain obstacles exist when

clusters collide with surfaces at certain energies. [230, 231] Previously, Cleveland and
Landman investigated the dynamics of collisions of Ar561 clusters on NaCl(001) surfaces
at 1.86 eV per atom with molecular dynamics simulations. [230] They demonstrated that
the impact of the collision caused deformation of the cluster and the underlying substrate,
and caused some degree of implantation of Ar atoms into the NaCl(001) surface. [230]
Harbich and co-workers also demonstrated adverse collisions with Ag7 clusters on a
Pd(100) surface at energies of 2.86 eV and 13.6 eV per atom. [231] Through thermalenergy atom scattering experiments, they discovered implantation of Ag atoms in the
Pd(100) surface and fragmentation of the cluster; the degree of implantation depended on
the impact energy of the cluster.
Shortly thereafter, Kern and co-workers successfully demonstrated deposition of
intact Ag clusters onto a Pt{111} surface. They found that clusters could be deposited
with no damage to the underlying substrate or fragmentation of the cluster at energies
<1 eV per atom. However, higher deposition energies (2.9 eV and 13.6 eV per atom)
caused damage to the substrate and fragmentation of the cluster. Furthermore, they
demonstrated that higher deposition energies may be used when clusters are deposited
onto an Ar buffer layer, which dissipates the kinetic energy of the incoming cluster. [232]
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Soft-landing techniques have also been utilized for the deposition of ions, [233235] peptides and proteins, [236-239] and molecules [240-242] onto a variety of surfaces.
Cooks and co-workers were the first to report soft landing of ions on surfaces, [233]
which refers to the deposition of intact ions onto surfaces with or without the retention of
their initial charge. In this study, they deposited (CH3)2SiNCS+ into a fluorinated SAM
(F-SAM) at 10 eV for several hours. Following deposition, they performed chemical
sputtering to release the ions from the F-SAM. It was observed in mass spectra before
and after sputtering that the projectile ions retained their charge upon deposition and were
released intact, suggesting that the F-SAM matrix protects the ion. [233]
Recently, Laskin and co-workers have covalently linked peptides onto
functionalized SAMs using soft landing of mass-selected ions. [236, 237]
protonated

ions

of

cyclic

pentapeptide

were

deposited

onto

a

Doubly

SAM

of

N-hydroxysuccinimidyl ester-terminated alkylthiol (NHS-SAM). The NHS-SAM was
characterized before and after deposition using time-of-flight secondary ion mass
spectrometry. Spectra obtained after ion deposition contained numerous peptide peaks;
thus, reactive landing results in covalent linking of the peptides onto the NHS-SAM.

6.3 Reactivity of Aluminum Clusters with Water
As discussed in Chapter 4, Castleman and co-workers studied the reactivity of Al
cluster anions with oxygen and found that clusters of certain sizes were resistant to
oxygen etching. [191] These findings were consistent with previous studies on Na
clusters, [189] showing that clusters of certain sizes exhibited enhanced stability. This
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stability was attributed to electronically closed shells, as explained by the jellium model.
[196] However, not all reactions are governed exclusively by their electronic properties.
Recently, Roach et al. observed a size selectivity of Al cluster anion reactions
with water that were inconsistent with their electronic shell closings. [219]

They

observed that Al12- was the most reactive cluster with water, forming a Al12(H2O)species. Theoretical investigations suggested that dissociative chemisorption was taking
place, where the water has sufficient energy to break the O–H bond, creating surfacebound OH and H adsorbates. [219] This reaction takes place because of neighboring
active sites, where one functions as a Lewis acid and the other as a Lewis base,
facilitating the splitting of the O–H bond. They also observed reactivity with Al16-, Al17-,
and Al18- clusters, although the product peaks were deficient by two or four hydrogen
atoms, which were attributed to the release of H2 with the addition of multiple waters.
[219] This suggested that Al17- in particular has four distinct active sites and could create
complexes with one to four water molecules.
Later, Reber et al. studied the geometric factors of Al cluster anion reactivity with
water in detail. [220] Theoretical analysis showed that the active sites on the cluster
surface were a result of a nonuniform charge distribution; hence, their reactivity was a
result of their geometric structure. This uneven charge distribution allows electronically
closed-shell clusters (e.g., Al23- and Al37-) to be reactive and explains why some clusters
with open electronic shells (e.g., Al20-) are not reactive. [220]
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6.4 Soft-Landing Deposition of Al17- Clusters
In this chapter, we discuss the soft landing of Al cluster anions onto
functionalized SAMs using a portable load-lock system to transport the sample from the
deposition instrument to the ultrastable STM. As described above (Section 6.3), Al17clusters have four distinct active sites that undergo reaction with water, which
dissociatively chemisorbs as surface-bound OH and H adsorbates. [219, 220] Since these
clusters bind strongly to –OH, we have fabricated a SAM composed of
11-hydroxyl-1-undecanethiol (HUT) molecules; thus, the exposed pendant –OH group
will covalently bind to the clusters, tethering them to the SAM. Since the clusters have
four active sites nearly encompassing the cluster (Figure 6-1), [220] we believe that the
orientation of the cluster colliding with the surface is relatively insignificant, as the
cluster will react with the pendant –OH no matter what orientation it is in. Also, because
the exposed functionality (i.e., –OH) of the SAM is homogenous, we believe that the
Al17-cluster will bond to four hydroxyl groups.

6.5 Experimental Method
6.5.1 Design of a Portable Load-Lock System

We have designed and built a portable load-lock (PLL) system to transfer a
sample under UHV conditions from the deposition instrument to the ultrastable STM. A
schematic of the system is shown in Figure 6-2. An ion pump (11 L/s, Thermionics, Port
Townsend, WA) is mounted to a 2.75″ conflat 3-way flanged tee (custom-made, MDC
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Vacuum, Hayward, CA), as shown in Figure 6-2C. The ion pump is operated and
controlled by a battery (PPS-5, Thermionics, Port Townsend, WA), which is designed to
operate a 11 L/s ion pump with power for up to 48 h at <100 μA, and the battery can be
charged with 110V AC or 120V DC sources.
A magnetically coupled rotary-linear feedthrough (13″ linear travel, 360°
continuous rotation, Thermionics, Port Townsend, WA) is also mounted to the chamber,
perpendicular to the ion pump (Figure 6-2D). The feedthrough is used to move the
sample from inside the chamber of the PLL to the deposition instrument (Figure 6-2A) or
to the load-lock chamber of the ultrastable STM (Figure 6-2F). The sample is held by a
0-80 stud on the end of the feedthrough probe.
After clusters are deposited on the surface, the PLL is removed by closing two
gate valves located on the deposition chamber and on the PLL chamber and venting a
leak valve to atmosphere (Figure 6-2B). The PLL is then transported to the load-lock
chamber of the STM and mounted on a 2.75″ straight-tube nipple reducer (MDC
Vacuum, Hayward, CA) (Figure 6-2E). During transport, the PLL chamber maintains a
pressure of ~1 × 10-7 Torr.
The turbo pump located in the load-lock chamber of the STM is turned on, and
the gate valve to the PLL is opened when the pressure in the load lock reaches a pressure
equal to the PLL chamber (~20 min). The sample is transferred into the load-lock
chamber by the feedthrough, where a rotary-linear pincer action wobble stick (4.5″ linear
travel, 360° rotation, MDC Vacuum, Hayward, CA) (Figure 6-2F) clamps the sample.
The sample is removed from the feedthrough by rotating the magnet and placing the
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Figure 6-1: Representation of the LUMO orbitals (A & B) and LUMO+1
orbitals (C & D) demonstrating the potential reactive sites. The LUMO
orbitals of the cluster in (A) the x-axis and (B) y-axis. The LUMO+1
orbitals in the (C) x-axis and (D) y-axis. The white circles are the Al
atoms.
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Figure 6-2: Schematic of the portable load-lock (PLL) system. (A)
Chamber of the deposition instrument where the clusters are deposited onto
the sample. (B) Leak valve where the PLL is removed. (C) Ion pump that
maintains UHV conditions inside the PLL chamber. (D) Magnetically
coupled rotary linear feedthrough that moves the sample. (E) Transfer
stage, attaching it to the ultrastable STM. During transfer, the PLL
chamber maintains UHV conditions. (F) A wobble stick located in the
load-lock chamber of the ultrastable STM clamps the sample to remove it
from the feedthrough. The PLL system is shaded grey.
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sample into the sample bins for transfer to the STM held at 4 K. Figure 6-3 shows a
picture of the PLL mounted to the load-lock chamber of the ultrastable STM.

6.5.2 Sample Preparation

The substrates used were commercially purchased Au{111} formed by thermal
evaporation of gold on mica (Molecular Imaging Inc., Tempe, AZ). All substrates were
annealed with a hydrogen flame prior to SAM deposition. 11-Hydroxy-1-undecanethiol
was used as received from Asemblon (Asemblon, Redmond, WA). Ethanol was used as
received (200 proof, Pharmco Products Inc., Brookfield, CT).
Self-assembled monolayers were formed by immersing flame-annealed Au{111}
substrates in a 1 mM ethanolic solution of HUT for 24 h at room temperature, rinsed with
ethanol, and dried under a stream of N2 gas. The HUT SAM was placed into the PLL
(Section 6.3.1), and transferred to the deposition instrument, described in detail
elsewhere. [219] Briefly, clusters were produced in a laser vaporization (LaVa) source
consisting of a rotating and translating Al rod (99.999%, Puratronic, Alfa Aesar,
Windham, NH) that was ablated using the second harmonic (532 nm) of a 30 Hz
Nd:YAG laser and in the presence of He backing gas (HP, Praxair, Inc., Fairless Hills,
PA). Clusters were carried out of the source through an expansion nozzle into a laminar
flow tube maintained at a pressure of ~0.7 Torr by a high volume pump. Clusters were
funneled through a 2 mm orifice and guided through a series of differentially pumped
chambers via RF octopoles and electrostatic lenses, where they were then mass selected
by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Extrel CMS, Pittsburgh, PA) and deposited onto the
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Figure 6-3: Photograph of the PLL attached to the load-lock chamber of the
ultrastable STM. The transfer arm, chamber, ion pump, and gate valve are
indicated to show the main components of the PLL.
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HUT SAM for ~7 h. The last lens was set at 0 V, resulting in <1 eV per atom deposition
energy (i.e., soft landing).
Following deposition, the PLL was transferred to the load-lock chamber of a
custom-built ultrastable cryogenic STM, described elsewhere. [86] The pressure was
allowed to stabilize in the load-lock chamber (~5 × 10-8) before transferring the sample
down to the STM at 4 K. Images were recorded in constant-current mode. Tunneling
spectra (I(V) and dI/dV) were acquired simultaneously by a LIA (Chapter 1). The first
harmonic of the tunneling current was measured by superimposing a 1 kHz
(Vrms = 4-8 mV) AC modulation onto the bias signal with a 10 ms time constant.

6.6 Results and Discussion
6.6.1 Observation of Al Cluster Anions

A schematic of the deposition process is shown in Figure 6-4. A HUT SAM is
placed into the PLL (Figure 6-4A) and transported to the deposition instrument. The
sample is transferred into the deposition chamber for soft landing of Al17- clusters onto
the HUT SAM (Figure 6-4B). After deposition, the sample is transferred into the PLL
for transport to the ultrastable STM for imaging and spectroscopic measurements (Figure
6-4C).
Representative STM images of Al17- clusters bound to HUT SAMs are shown in
Figure 6-5. A small number of clusters were found bound to the SAM after scanning
~200 images. This observation may be due to the limitations of the LaVa source, as
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Figure 6-4: Schematic of the cluster deposition process. (A) A HUT monolayer is
placed in the PLL. (B) Clusters are deposited via soft landing onto the HUT SAM
and placed back inside the PLL. (C) The PLL is transferred and attached to the
load-lock chamber of the ultrastable STM for analysis.
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Figure 6-5: Representative STM images of Al17- clusters adsorbed to a
HUT SAM. The clusters were found randomly distributed on terraces,
and few were found at step edges. (A) Vs = 2 V, It = 10 pA,
1000 Å × 1000 Å; (B) Vs = 2 V, It = 8 pA, 390 Å × 390 Å; (C) Vs = 2 V,
It = 10 pA, 1300 Å × 1300 Å; (D) Vs = 1 V, It = 15 pA, 280 Å × 280 Å.
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clusters can only be generated for 5–10 h before the source must be thoroughly cleaned.
Line scans were acquired over the apparent clusters and are shown in a histogram in
Figure 6-6. The apparent diameter and height were averaged over 31 line scans, giving a
value of 77 ± 10 Å and 11 ± 4 Å, respectively. The apparent diameter is larger than what
we expect the actual diameter to be. This is due to the convolution of topography and
electronic structure in acquired STM images, as well as the free-electron behavior of the
all-metal cluster.

6.6.2 Tunneling Spectroscopy of Al Cluster Anions

We performed STS on adsorbed Al17- clusters to characterize their electronic
structure. Tunneling spectra acquired over an Al17- cluster (in close proximity to others)
and the HUT SAM are shown in Figure 6-7. The I(V) and dI/dV spectra acquired over
the SAM (blue and yellow) show a steady increase in conductance, typical of an ALK
SAM (Chapter 5). The I(V) and dI/dV spectra acquired over the Al17- cluster (pink) show
a region of zero conductance with a width of 1.47 eV. Tunneling spectra were also
acquired over a single cluster and the HUT SAM, as shown in Figure 6-8. Again, the
spectra over the SAM (blue) show a steady increase in conductance. Spectra acquired
over the Al17- cluster show a region of zero conductance, with a width of 1.44 eV. We
attribute the observed zero-conductance regions to the HOMO-LUMO gap of the cluster.
Theoretical calculations of the HOMO-LUMO gap of an Al17- cluster covalently attached
to one to four HUT molecules are currently underway by the Khanna group at Virginia
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Figure 6-6: Histograms of the measured (A) apparent diameters
and (B) apparent heights of 31 clusters. The average apparent
diameter and height was 77 ± 11 Å and 11 ± 4 Å, respectively.
(A) Bin = 5 Å, (B) bin = 3 Å.
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Figure 6-7: Scanning tunneling microscopy image (Vs = 2 V, It = 10 pA,
585 Å × 585 Å) showing the tunneling spectra acquired over the HUT SAM (blue and
yellow circles) and a Al17- cluster (pink circle). Spectra acquired over the SAM show
steady increases in the I(V) curves. Spectra acquired over the cluster show a region of
zero-conductance of 1.47 eV, corresponding to the HOMO-LUMO gap.
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Figure 6-8: Scanning tunneling microscopy image (Vs = 2 V,
It = 8 pA, 400 Å × 400 Å) showing the tunneling spectra acquired
over the HUT SAM (blue circle) and an Al17-cluster (pink circle).
Again, a region of zero conductance can be seen in the I(V)
spectrum over the cluster, corresponding to a HOMO-LUMO gap
of 1.44 eV.
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Commonwealth University. We are also currently acquiring spectra over a large number
of clusters for more accurate electronic structure measurements.

6.7 Conclusions
We successfully deposited Al17- clusters via soft landing onto a HUT SAM. The
Al17- cluster has four active sites that are susceptible to chemical reactivity with –OH.
The exposed hydroxyl terminal group of the SAM covalently bound the cluster to the
sample.

We acquired tunneling spectra over these clusters, which showed a zero-

conductance region of 1.47 and 1.44 eV, which we attribute to the HOMO-LUMO gap of
the Al17- cluster. We are currently measuring the electronic structure of more Al17clusters, as well as performing theoretical calculations of the cluster bound to the SAM.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Prospects

This dissertation has described precise measurements of nanoscale assemblies
using low-temperature STM and STS. Chapter 1 provided an overview of STM and STS,
and self-assembly and molecular insertion techniques that were used throughout this
dissertation were introduced. In Chapter 2, substituent effects in a surface-catalyzed
reaction were studied and the identity of surface-bound adsorbates was determined using
STS. Chapter 3 described a quantitative analysis of long-range interactions mediated
between islands of Br adatoms via surface-state electrons.

In Chapter 4, the SET

properties of precise gold clusters and nanoparticles were measured by STS.

In

Chapter 5, assemblies were designed and constructed to capture superatoms, and their
electronic structure was measured with STS. In Chapter 6, soft-landing techniques were
employed to capture metal cluster anions onto a SAM for analysis with STM and STS.

7.1 Identifying Reactive Intermediates in the Ullmann Coupling Reaction
Chapter 2 described the atomic-scale pathway of substituent effects in the
Ullmann coupling reaction on Cu{111}. We observed fluorophenyl intermediates as well
as biphenyl products on Cu{111} after exposure to p-FC6H4Br and C6H5Br, respectively.
When p-FC6H4Br dissociatively chemisorbs at 298 K on Cu{111}, the weakly bound Br
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atom dissociates and fluorophenyl intermediates are formed. These intermediates couple
to form difluorobiphenyl and desorbed at temperatures below 370 K. By cooling the
substrate down to 4 K, we observed unreacted fluorophenyl intermediates distributed
randomly on terraces and at step edges. In contrast, at similar coverages of C6H5Br, we
observed biphenyl products distributed on terraces and at step edges. In each case, Br
adatoms were randomly distributed on the surface.
Chemical identification of fluorophenyl intermediates and biphenyl products was
achieved by vibrational spectroscopy via IETS. The strongest vibrational mode in the
fluorophenyl intermediates disappears when the tilted intermediates couple to form
biphenyl, which adsorbs parallel to the surface.

We infer that the surface normal

component of the dipole moment is important in determining the selection rules in IETS.
The work described in Chapter 2 has resulted in the following publication:

M. M. Blake, S. U. Nanayakkara, S. A. Claridge, L. C. Fernandez-Torres, E. C.
H. Sykes, and P. S. Weiss. Identifying Reactive Intermediates in the Ullmann
Coupling Reaction by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Spectroscopy. Journal
of Physical Chemistry A 113, 13167-13172 (2009).
By employing STS to identify surface-bound adsorbates, this study gave insight
into how halogenation affects the reaction rate of the Ullmann coupling reaction. The
efficiency of this reaction can be further understood by studying the effect of substituent
groups with different chemical functionalities.
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7.2 Long-Range Interactions between Islands of Br Adatoms
In Chapter 3, we quantified the inter-island interaction potential between islands
of Br adatoms on Cu{111}. By annealing the Cu{111} substrate to 600 K, Br adatom
islands formed as a result of thermally induced diffusion of isolated Br adatoms. The
mobile adatoms formed a (√3×√3)R30° structure with respect to the Cu{111} lattice due
to favorable short-range interactions between the Br adatoms. Evidence of long-range
order between Br adatom islands was observed as standing waves in STM images. The
islands “communicate” with each other via surface-state electrons to form stable
long-range surface structures. The interaction potential showed oscillatory behavior with
a periodicity of λF/2 of Cu{111}, demonstrating the island-island interactions are due to
the strong perturbation to the surface state from the Br adatom islands. The work
described in Chapter 3 has resulted in the following publication:

S. U. Nanayakkara, E. C. H. Sykes, L. C. Fernández, M. M. Blake, and P. S.
Weiss. Long-Range Electronic Interactions at High Temperature: Bromine
Adatom Islands on Cu{111}. Physical Review Letters 98, 206108-1-4 (2007).
By selecting an adsorbate that interacts strongly with the substrate, we have
demonstrated the crucial role of the substrate surface state in mediating interactions
between adsorbates, even at catalytically relevant temperatures.
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7.3 Charge Transport in Precise Undecagold Clusters
Chapter 4 described the measurement of charge transport of Au11-TPP and
Au101-TPP tethered to 1,10-DDT inserted into a C8 SAM.

Spectral hopping and

diffusion were observed within single particles, as well as across multiple particles. We
attributed the variation in the Coulomb blockade to the association between charge
transport and the local physical and chemical environment of the particles. Although
charge transport is dictated by geometrical considerations of the DBTJ, distortion or
motion of the particle-tether attachment may cause the observed spectral hopping and
diffusion. The work described in Chapter 4 has resulted in the following publication:

R. K. Smith, S. U. Nanayakkara, G. H. Woehrle, T. P. Pearl, M. M. Blake, J. E.
Hutchison, and P. S. Weiss. Spectral Diffusion in the Tunneling Spectra of
Ligand-Stabilized Undecagold Clusters. Journal of the American Chemical
Society 128, 9266-9267 (2006).
It is critical to understand the relationship between the chemical and physical
environment of the particles, as this is most likely dominating SET. It is important to
understand this mechanism when considering these small particles for novel
nanoelectronic devices, as their local environments may dominate charge transport.
Future work may include employing a more rigid tether molecule, which may decrease
fluctuations and/or distortions caused by the electric field of the STM tip. Also, since
molecular insertion often occurs at defect sites within a SAM matrix, employing a
co-deposition method may eliminate motion of the tether molecule, since it is more likely
that they will be found within the crystalline matrix of the SAM.
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7.4 Electronic Structure of Cluster Superatoms
Chapters 5 and 6 discussed the design of surfaces to capture cluster superatoms to
analyze their electronic structure with STM and STS. In Chapter 5, we demonstrated the
success in creating a method to tether As7K3 clusters to a surface by means of a AUT
molecule inserted in a C8 SAM matrix. We have also demonstrated the obstacles to
creating reliable As7K3 cluster assemblies, as we encountered solvent adsorption to the
ALK molecules. Tunneling spectra were acquired over As7K3 clusters, which showed
large regions of zero conductance, corresponding to their HOMO-LUMO gap. The local
physical and chemical environment is thought to have an effect on the electronic structure
of the As7K3 cluster, as evident from the higher experimentally measured HOMO-LUMO
gap in comparison with theory.
In Chapter 6, we reported the first demonstration of depositing gas-phase metal
anion clusters via soft-landing techniques onto HUT SAMs. We have designed a PLL
system to enable the deposition of Al17- clusters and the measurement of their electronic
structure with STM and STS. We measured a HOMO-LUMO gap that is in good
agreement with theoretical calculations. As with As7K3 clusters, we also expect the local
environment to affect the HOMO-LUMO gap of Al17- clusters, since charge transfer
between the hydroxyl group of the AUT molecule and the Al17- cluster is likely. The
work described in Chapters 5 and 6 has resulted in the following publications:

M. M. Blake, N. K. Chaki, S. Mandal, H. M. Saavedra, A. R. Reber, S. N.
Khanna, A. Sen, and P. S. Weiss. Probing the Electronic Structure of As7K3
Cluster Assemblies using Tunneling Spectroscopy, in preparation.
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M. M. Blake, W. H. Woodward, A. C. Reber, S. N. Khanna, A. W. Castleman,
and P. S. Weiss, Measuring the Electronic Structure of Aluminum Cluster Anions,
in preparation.
M. M. Blake, W. H. Woodward, P. J. Roach, A. R. Kurland, A. W. Castleman,
and P. S. Weiss, A Portable Load-Lock System for Cluster Deposition, in
preparation.
W. H. Woodward, M. M. Blake, P. S. Weiss, and A. W. Castleman, Controlled
Deposition of Al17- Clusters on a Hydroxyl Terminated Self-Assembled
Monolayer, in preparation.
The ability to probe the electronic structure of clusters and superatoms enables the
understanding of how their local physical and chemical environment affects their
electronic properties.

Understanding these fundamental properties will aid in the

fabrication of superatom building blocks for cluster-assembled materials. More work is
needed to improve the overall quality of the As7K3 cluster assemblies to improve
reproducibility in spectroscopic measurements. The solvent molecules present on the
SAM must be removed, as their adsorption may have an adverse effect on measurement
of the HOMO-LUMO gap. Future experiments could involve the study of different
tethering schemes and host matrices to study how the chemical environment affects the
electronic properties.
A more efficient method is needed in order to deposit a greater number of Al
cluster anions onto a host SAM matrix. The current LaVa source of the deposition
instrument does not produce enough clusters over a period of time; thus, the clusters
observed with STM are seen in small numbers. A statistically accurate HOMO-LUMO
gap measurement of these clusters requires more spectra acquired over multiple clusters.
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7.5 Final Thoughts
The research presented in this dissertation demonstrates the measurement of
fundamental properties of nanoscale assemblies. We have described substituent effects
on a surface-catalyzed reaction, quantified the interactions between adsorbates on a
surface, and measured the electronic properties of small particles. A comprehensive
understanding of how molecules interact with surfaces has important implications for
thin-film growth and catalysis. Additionally, understanding the electronic properties of
clusters and nanoparticles attached to surfaces, and how those properties are affected by
their local chemical and physical environment, will aid in the fabrication of building
blocks for use in nanoscale electronics and cluster-assembled materials.
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